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ABSTRACT

TEMPLATED SINGLE-CHAIN POLYMER-BASED ELECTROCHEMICAL SENSING

By

Habib Muhammad Nazir Ahmad

University of New Hampshire

A target receptor is an essential component in developing selective biological and chemical sensors. Among various approaches in receptor implementation, templated polymers are synthetic biochemical receptors that mimic natural molecular recognition. They have the favorable arrangement of polymer structures to be steady in harsh conditions and can also be custom tailored to exhibit target affinity as well as interfacing with transducers. Effective templated polymer synthesis depends on the co-polymerization of functional monomers which will interact with the sensing molecule. This thesis proposes a rational design approach towards the integration of templated polymers with electrochemical sensing. The synthesized single-chain label-free flexible polymers with binding sites show selective affinity toward both electroactive and non-electroactive target molecule.

This thesis proposes a novel approach in electrochemical templated polymer-based sensing platform. The developed platform shows binding-induced changes in the electron transfer kinetics at the templated polymer-attached electrode when the target molecule binds specifically to the receptor. In this work, a stimuli-responsive single-chain copolymer was developed for explicit analyte detection of 4-nitrophenol, a neurotoxin and environmental pollutant, and L-glutamate, a
well-known neurochemical. The polymer backbone experiences a conformation change upon template binding and the electrochemical measurement can be used to characterize these changes. This new detection approach can be used for label-free sensing of various non-electroactive chemical species and can potentially lead to the development of a non-enzymatic electrochemical sensors.
## LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>acrylic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAm</td>
<td>acrylamide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACN</td>
<td>acetonitrile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AcOH</td>
<td>acetic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFM</td>
<td>atomic force microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIBN</td>
<td>azo-bis-isobutynitrile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATRP</td>
<td>atom transfer radical polymerization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>binding energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>control polymer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRP</td>
<td>controlled radical polymerization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>cyclic voltammetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDMAT</td>
<td>2-(Dodecylthiocarbonothiylthio)-2-methylpropionic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMSO</td>
<td>dimethyl sulfoxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLS</td>
<td>dynamic Light Scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPV</td>
<td>differential Pulse Voltammetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIS</td>
<td>electrochemical impedance spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELISA</td>
<td>enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EtOH</td>
<td>ethanol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV</td>
<td>electron volt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRP</td>
<td>free radical polymerization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTIR</td>
<td>fourier-transform infrared spectra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM</td>
<td>full width at half maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPLC</td>
<td>high performance liquid chromatography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF</td>
<td>imprinting factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCST</td>
<td>Lower Critical Solution Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOD</td>
<td>limit of detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAA</td>
<td>methacrylic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAm</td>
<td>meth acrylamide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeOH</td>
<td>methanol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

xiv
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIP</td>
<td>molecularly imprinted polymer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISPE</td>
<td>molecular imprinted solid phase extraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>mass spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIP</td>
<td>non-imprinted polymer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIPAm</td>
<td>N-isopropylacrylamide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>nuclear magnetic resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPs</td>
<td>nanoparticles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>phosphate buffered saline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCM</td>
<td>quartz crystal microbalance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QD</td>
<td>quantum dot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAFT</td>
<td>reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSF</td>
<td>relative sensitivity factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>scanning electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERS</td>
<td>surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPR</td>
<td>surface plasmon resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEM</td>
<td>transmission electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
<td>templated polymer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>ultraviolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4NP</td>
<td>4-Nitrophenol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3NP</td>
<td>3-Nitrophenol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4VP</td>
<td>4-vinylpyridine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 OVERVIEW

Most biosensing techniques require both accurate and selective recognition of the target analyte. Antibodies and enzymes are common examples that are used to achieve these prerequisites. Since these are biomolecules, their molecular structures and functionalities can be delicate which may require them to be utilized under gentle conditions. For example, denaturation of the protein can occur if the temperature or the pH is in the range that is hostile to the biomolecule. Moreover, immobilization of such biomolecules to certain surfaces, such as electrodes, can be challenging. The high cost and complexity of manufacturing such bioreceptors can be another factor to take into consideration when using the material. For instance, the cost of antibodies can be in the range $100–1000 mg^{-1}[1]. Therefore, it is of great interest to develop artificial and synthetic receptors that can overcome some of the limitations that are inherent in natural target receptors.

As an alternative approach to natural bioreceptors, artificial templated polymers, often referred to as templated polymer (TP) have been investigated over the years [2]–[4]. Templated polymers display two significant highlights of natural receptors—the capacity to recognize and bind specifically to the target molecule. Nonetheless, traditional templated polymers contrast from organic receptors in that they are bulky, non-flexible, and insoluble, while their natural counterparts are small, adaptable and in many examples, soluble. Contingent upon their size, templated polymers can have a large number of randomly positioned binding sites [2], whereas the natural receptors such as antibodies typically have one binding site per unit. Moreover, templated polymers tend to be a highly crosslinked bulk matrix, and therefore the ability of the target molecules to access the binding sites may be significantly limited.
For the reasons mentioned above, templated polymers are not being used effectively as a substitute for natural antibodies in real applications. The goal of this thesis is to investigate a new approach to molecular templating that mimics the naturally occurring bioreceptors in terms of target recognition. In general, templated polymers consist of monomers that form the backbone structure of the polymer and functional monomers that interacts with the template molecules that exhibit affinity and binding.

**1.2 MOTIVATION**

Fast identification of low concentration of target analytes in small volumes is crucial in the early point-of-care analysis. While traditional optical based identification is highly sensitive [5], [6], often requires tedious operating procedures, expensive and complex imaging instrumentation, and advanced image processing software. On the other hand, electrochemical biosensors using enzyme modified electrodes, also known as enzymatic electrochemical biosensors, have gained significant consideration, because of their high affinity and selectivity. Electrochemical sensing is more sensitive as it directly interprets electrochemical signals generated in the sensing mechanism of redox reaction between target molecules and surface on the working electrode often termed as the electron exchange of redox reaction. Enzymes are selected biocatalysts that perform and control certain procedures in living frameworks. The execution of the enzymatic electrochemical biosensors relies upon the immobilization of catalysts on the electrode surface [7], [8]. Responsive oxygen species (ROS) is known to play a critical role in controlling protein mixtures, DNA damage, cell apoptosis, and other functionalities. ROS also takes part in some physiological processes such as signal change [9], [10]. However, aggregation of such ROS in cells causes harmful effects to the cells and tissues [11]. Hydrogen peroxide ($\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$) is the most widely recognized example of ROS since it can penetrate into the cell compartments with long lifetime to initiate various
destructive changes [12]. The concentration of H₂O₂ is fairly low under typical physiological conditions but can increase to ∼10⁻³ M under influence such as severe cerebrum damage, ischemia-reperfusion, and natural anxieties. [13], [14]

Therefore, the exact recognition and quantification of H₂O₂ in cells and estimations of its dynamic discharge process from living cells are vital for illuminating the cellular signal transduction pathways and for potentially developing clinical treatments and therapy. So far, numerous systems have been developed for the detection of H₂O₂, including colorimetry [15], fluorescence [16], [17], chromatography [18], chemiluminescence [19], and electrochemistry [20], [21]. Among these systems, electrochemical methods, particularly the catalyst-based sensors, have been produced for detecting H₂O₂ because of their excellent sensing performances. However, such enzyme-based biosensors still suffer from instability and poor reproducibility due to the highly sensitive nature of the enzyme catalytic activity that is heavily influenced by the surrounding environment.

In recent years, considerable effort has been made in developing non-enzymatic electrochemical sensors in the hopes of improving the sensor’s reproducibility by eliminating the need for the highly unstable catalysts [22], [23]. Different nanomaterials including metals [24], [25], metal oxides [26], and carbon materials [27], [28] had been utilized to create non-enzymatic sensors because of their high surface area and reactivity as well as their effective charge transfer capabilities. Natural recognition components have high affinity to their targets, but it is quite impossible to use them in practical manner because of their volatility at extreme pressure, temperature. They also display less stability in organic solvents under pH changes [29] and require intermediate assay format to measure generated signal.
Molecular imprinting or templating has been widely used to address most of these drawbacks. Templated polymers (TPs) can be synthesized using different types and mixtures of functional monomers, cross-linkers, initiators and solvents. Templated polymer (TP) based bioprobes and biosensors are easily assembled for further modifications to produce unique structures. Conventional templated polymers are synthesized by bulk polymerization [30] sol–gel processes[31] and emulsion polymerization[32]. Most of these methods require high percentages of cross-linkers. And the synthesized materials are not flexible enough for diverse application. These techniques heavily rely on highly crosslinked structure. Templates buried deep inside can’t be removed easily. Highly crosslinked structure also limits the diffusion of template molecules into binding sites.

To address the existing challenges of traditional templated polymeric material Grenier et al. proposed an alternative technique[33] where traditional covalent crosslinking is reduced and non-covalent crosslinking is introduced for retaining the template binding sites. Non-covalent crosslinking includes electronic interactions, acid-base crosslinking and π-π interaction.

1.3 THESIS OBJECTIVES

The goal of this thesis is to develop a non-enzymatic label-free molecularly templated polymer-based biosensing platform with high sensitivity and selectivity for neurochemical detection and to demonstrate that templated polymers can be a viable solution to implementing a label-free biosensing. The specific objectives of this work are the following:

1. Characterize the in-house synthesized templated polymer using three spectroscopy techniques:

   Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR).
2. Characterize the effects of electrode surface coverage upon templated polymer deposition using electrochemical analysis.

3. Determine the approximate polymer concentration and deposition time for optimal sensing performances.

4. Characterize the deposition rate kinetics with and without the reducing agent.

5. Use molecular templating technique to create artificial target receptors for detecting electroactive and non-electroactive species such as 4-nitrophenol and N-methyl glutamate, respectively.

6. Characterize the limit of detection and selectivity for the specific analyte using the developed sensing platform.

1.4 **THESIS OUTLINE**

Chapter 2 gives background information on biosensors, discussing in detail TP based electrochemical biosensors, three electrode method and electrode electrolyte interface theory. Chapter 3 discusses on the materials needed for synthesis and methods for data acquisition for proposed templated polymer-based sensor. Chapter 4 analyzes the characteristics of synthesized homo and templated PNIPAM polymers with data obtained from FTIR, XPS, NMR experiments. Chapter 5 demonstrates electrochemical results from PNIPAM attached gold electrodes for different condition. Chapter 6 and 7 presents sensing mechanism for 4-Nitrophenol and N Methyl Glutamate respectively using the proposed polymeric sensing platform.
CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1. OVERVIEW

This chapter will give a general idea of biosensors and their classifications. Most widely used electrochemical biosensors and sensing techniques like cyclic voltammetry, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, differential pulse voltammetry, square wave voltammetry and linear sweep voltammetry are introduced in this chapter. Templated polymer based electrochemical biosensor fabrication and their application is also briefly presented. Integral parts of electrochemical sensing, three electrode setup and electrode electrolyte interphase mechanism are also discussed here.

2.2. BIOSENSORS

Detection of biomolecules plays a critical role in many areas of human life including healthcare, ecological and environmental monitoring, rural and agricultural fields, biosecurity, and defense. Biosensors are diagnostic devices that are made to identify or quantify a certain type of chemical or molecular species, known as analyte, that exist in a human body. Some examples of an analyte include hormones, metabolites, neurochemicals, proteins, DNAs. Biosensors can help identify pathogens, infections, poisons and other abnormalities in our health by measuring certain health indicators or biomarkers [34]. As per the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) terminology, a biosensor is characterized as an analytical gadget that is fit for giving quantitative or semi-quantitative data utilizing explicit biochemical responses with a physicochemical identifier [35]. There has been an extensive amount of research performed for the advancement of biosensors that are sensitive, specific, robust, versatile, and affordable. A typical biosensor contains the arrangement of an explicit probe–target complex in a coupling structure that results in a target recognition and transduction into signal readout [36]. Some
examples of transduction mechanisms include electrochemical [34], [37]–[41], optical [42]–[44], piezoelectric [45], [46] and magnetic [47]–[49]. Figure 2.1 shows an example of an electrochemical biosensing platform where bio analyte is captured by sensing platform and reaction during reception is interpreted to meaningful electrochemical signal by a transducer called potentiostat.

![Figure 2.1: General representation of Electrochemical Biosensing Platform](image)

2.3. ELECTROCHEMICAL BIOSENSORS

Electrochemical biosensors are a part of the electrochemical cell that comprises of either two or three electrodes. An ordinary three terminal framework comprises of a working, a reference, and a counter electrode. The working terminal comprises of an electrochemically inert conductive material, usually platinum, gold, or carbon; the reference electrode typically comprises of silver metal covered with a layer of silver chloride (Ag/AgCl); and a platinum wire is commonly utilized as the counter electrode. A two-electrode method consists of working and reference electrodes only [37]. Three main types of measurement are done in electrochemical sensing platform: (1) current measurement (voltammetric and amperometric), (2) potential difference measurement (potentiometry), (3) impedance measurement (electrochemical impedance spectroscopy). The current-based sensors are implemented by applying a voltage to the working electrode with respect to the reference electrode and measuring the current generated. In scanning voltammetry, in
particular, a voltage is scanned over a predefined voltage window, and the response of the produced current corresponds to the concentration of the analyte in the sample. Popular voltammetric methods are linear sweep, cyclic, hydrodynamic, differential pulse, square-wave, and stripping voltammetry as shown in Figure 2.2. In amperometric sensing, a steady potential is applied at the working electrode with respect to the reference electrode, and the adjustments in the current caused by the electrochemical reduction or oxidation are specifically observed as a function of time. In Potentiometric sensing, current flow is absent and potential difference between two electrodes is estimated. Then analyte concentration can be interpreted from that measured potential. Potentiometric sensors are non-invasive, low cost, and enables real-time detection

Figure 2.2: Electrochemical sensing techniques
while drawing a negligible amount of current [50]. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measures the charge transfer impedances and capacitances at the liquid-electrode interface by supplying a low amplitude sinusoidal AC excitation signal. The frequency is varied over a wide range to generate the impedance spectrum. The in-phase and out-of-phase component of AC current responses are interpreted into a circuit structure to obtain the resistive and capacitive components of the impedance. In EIS, mass transfer is dominant at low frequency and charge transfer is dominant at high frequency: this phenomenon can be used effectively in affinity-based biosensing [51].

2.4. TEMPLATED POLYMER BASED ELECTROCHEMICAL BIOSENSORS

Templated polymers (TP)s are artificial target receptors, typically made with polymers, that mimic the function of naturally existing receptors such as antibodies. There has been an abundance of work in the literature demonstrating the potential of templated polymers as a synthetic functioning molecular receptors [52]. A typical procedure for synthesizing a templated polymer involves incorporation of template molecules, functional monomers, reagents for crosslinking, and a radical initiator for polymerization. The functional monomers exhibit affinity with the template molecules through non-covalent bonding (e.g. hydrogen bond, ionic and hydrophobic interactions). A general mechanism by which TPs are synthesized can be broken down into 3 parts: (1) self-assembly of template molecules along with the surrounding monomers; (2) polymerization and cross-linking are initiated forming a template-receptor complex; (3) the removal of the templates from the polymer by elution with a solvent [53]. Figure 2.3 shows a schematic representation of TP principle.
Since polymers are generally more stable than proteins, it is expected that templated polymers would also be more stable than their biological counterparts (e.g. antibodies) under a wide range of pH and temperature. In some cases, templated polymers can bind to the targets with the specificity and affinity that are comparable to natural receptors [54].

TP-based electrochemical biosensors (ECBSs) combine the advantages from both TPs and ECBSs, including superior selectivity, chemical stability, reusability, effortless readiness, low manufacturing cost, automation and miniaturization [53]. TPs-based ECBSs have been extensively utilized for the investigation of vital biomolecules such as proteins, hormones, drugs and nucleic acids as well as in organic analysis, ecological monitoring and food safety evaluation [55].

The combination of TPs as recognition elements and electrochemical devices as a detection platform is promising for creating high performance biosensors [56]. High specificity of targets and accurate detection capability are primary requirements for manufacturing efficient biosensor [57]. Enlarging the effective surface area of the sensor can also enhance the sensitivity of the TP-based ECBs [58]. The ability of TPs to bind selectively to the target analyte enables this sensing platform to be used in environment that may contain interfering species [59]. Depending on the type of the template molecule, the choice of monomers for the templated polymer are selected. The choice for the functional monomers is critical in promoting affinity between the template and the receptor. Methacrylate-based [60]–[69] and vinyl-based [62], [70], [71] monomers are
regularly utilized for TPs blend through a free radical system [72]. Moreover, silane-based monomers [73]–[75], pyrrole subsidiaries [76]–[78], and p-aminothiophenol [79]–[81] have also been used as functional monomers. Traditionally, templated polymers are highly crosslinked to retain the 3-dimensional geometry of the synthetic target receptor. The crosslinkers that are often used in molecular templating include methacrylate-based chemicals [82]–[85], thiophenes [86], [87], silanes [73], [88], glutharaldehyde [89], and N,N'-methylene bis-acrylamide [60]. The crosslinker is believed to play a pivotal role in maintaining the structural integrity of the polymer, hence it is a crucial ingredient in templated polymer synthesis [90]–[93].

Although cyclic voltammetry (CV) is one of the most widely used electrochemical technique, it is not often used in sensing applications. This is because the rate of voltage sweep is relatively slow resulting in a substantial build-up of double layer capacitance at the electrode surface. This double layer capacitance creates a screening effect for the Faradaic current generated from the redox reaction resulting in reduced sensitivity. Therefore, CV is often used for qualitative analysis rather than quantitative ones, particularly the characterization of the imprinted surfaces [94].

As an alternative approach to CV, differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) is a more widely utilized technique for quantitative analysis [94]. Another technique with an exceptional flexibility is square wave voltammetry (SWV), which is considered one of the most sensitive voltammetric techniques due to its high signal-to-noise ratio and sensitivity [95], [96].

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a procedure that has the benefit of being non-invasive and minimally damaging to the electrode because of its low voltage application. The EIS technique involves applying a small amplitude AC voltage with a wide range of frequencies and observing the charge transfer impedance at the electrode. EIS can also be an effective biosensing technique where the change in impedance can be correlated with the amount of target
analyte interacting with the electrode surface [97]. Figure 2.4 shows MIP-based Electrochemical sensing technique.

![Diagram showing the electrochemical sensing process](image)

Fig 2.4: Schematic view of TP based ECB analyte detection technique

### 2.5. THREE ELECTRODE SETUP

An electrochemical experiment typically utilizes a potentiostat with a three-electrode setup that comprises of a working electrode (WE), a reference electrode (RE) and a counter electrode (CE) in an electrochemical cell containing an electrolyte. The RE is used to maintain a constant potential and serves as a reference for the potential control at the WE. The WE and the RE are
typically positioned close together to minimize the ohmic drop over the electrolyte [94]. In some cases, it is required that the reactive oxygen species be completely removed from the cell to avoid its interference with the measurements. To minimize the presence of such oxygen, the arrangement is sparged with an inert gas such as nitrogen or argon for 5 – 10 minutes preceding the trial, and the cell is tightly sealed. The cell volume is also an important factor and ranges from microliters to tens of milliliters, depending on the objective of the investigation. Figure 2.5 shows a typical arrangement of a three-electrode electrochemical setup.

![Figure 2.5: Schematic view of Three electrode electrochemical cell](image)

**2.6. THE ELECTRODE-ELECTROLYTE INTERPHASE**

The investigation of an electric double layer (EDL) first began almost a century ago. Helmholtz was the first scientist to discover that an electrically charged electrode will draw in counterions from the electrolyte [98] to maintain charge neutrality. Figure 2.6 outlines the association of a (positively) charged metal electrode with the ionic zones of the aqueous electrolyte. The EDL that
is shaped at the interface is depicted with the Bockris-Devanathan-Muller model, a further improvement of the Stern model. This model utilizes the fixed and the diffuse layers, and also includes polar molecules as well as adsorption of species at the electrode surface [99].

Fig 2.6: Electric Double Layer (EDL) with inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) and outer Helmholtz plane (OHP) at the electrode electrolyte interface, with contact adsorption of vast anions and solvated littler cations, which are not ready to cooperate with the terminal surface. The arrow in the dissolvable particles is pointing towards the negative dipole moment of the solvent.

Polar water molecules will align themselves at the cathode and is able to contact the electrode surface. The plane through the locus of these contact adsorbed species is called the inward Helmholtz plane (IHP). The solvated smaller cations are unable to interface with the electrode surface and are non-explicitly adsorbed, confined by the first layer of water atoms. The plane through their locus is known as the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP). Both Helmholtz planes are found
inside the Helmholtz layer and the potential from the terminal surface over this layer drops linearly [100].

The EDL can be considered as a parallel-plate capacitor with two capacities in series when the whole system is at equilibrium and electrically neutral as described by the equation given below:

\[
\frac{1}{C} = \frac{1}{C_f} + \frac{1}{C_d}
\]

where \( C \) is the total capacitance, \( C_f \) is the capacitance of the fixed layer and \( C_d \) the capacitance of the diffuse layer. Changing electrolyte concentration, desorption furthermore, adsorption procedures can cause charge aggregation at the electrode electrolyte interface resulting in an expanded capacitance. Even though no charge is exchanged, an outer, non-faradaic current can be estimated. Interestingly, a faradaic current stream as the consequence of a charge exchange because of oxidation or on the other hand decrease responses at the interface [94] In electrochemical measurements, the oxidation and reduction (redox) reactions at the interface generate the faradaic current. The equilibrium potential for a redox system in aqueous solution is defined by the Nernst equation:

\[
E = E^0 + \frac{RT}{nF} \ln \frac{C_o}{C_R}
\]

with \( E^0 \) is the standard potential, \( R \) being the universal gas constant, \( T \) the absolute temperature, \( C_o \) and \( C_R \) the concentrations of the oxidized and reduced form, respectively. In case of an inert (metal) electrode surface in contact with an electrolyte, the reduced component (Red) will be oxidized (to Ox) if a current pass through the electrode and the potential at the electrode is set above \( E \) as described by the equation below:
\[ \text{Red} \leftrightarrow \text{Ox} + \text{ne}^- \]

The potential difference between the electrode potential and the equilibrium potential is the overpotential \( \eta \).

Table 2.1 shows direction terminology depending on the current magnitude and overvoltage condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Overvoltage condition</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anodic</td>
<td>( i &gt; 0 )</td>
<td>( \eta &gt; 0 )</td>
<td>( \text{Red} \rightarrow \text{Ox} + \text{ne}^- )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathodic</td>
<td>( i &lt; 0 )</td>
<td>( \eta &lt; 0 )</td>
<td>( \text{Ox} + \text{ne}^- \rightarrow \text{Red} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1 Redox reaction analogy

### 2.7 ELECTROCHEMICAL EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

In an electrochemical biosensor, an electrochemical transduction process converts a chemical reaction event into a measurable electrical signal. The electrochemical techniques can be applied to characterize the deposition of the polymer-based receptors on the electrode, the binding kinetics between the analyte and the receptors as well as the conformation change of the polymers upon target recognition. The electrochemical analysis can be achieved by measuring a change in the current at a fixed potential (amperometry), the conductivity (conductometry), the impedance (impedimetry) or the potential (potentiometry). The electrochemical measurements were performed by using a Bio Logic VSP potentiostat operated by EC lab V11.10 software package.
The electrochemical experiments were conducted in a traditional three-electrode cell configuration. A circular gold electrode with a diameter of 3mm was used as a working electrode, an Ag/AgCl was used as the reference electrode and a platinum electrode was used as counter electrode. All the potentials mentioned in the article are given with respect to the Ag/AgCl. All the electrochemical measurements (unless mentioned otherwise) were performed in a Tris buffer solution containing 5 mM $K_3[Fe(CN)_6]/K_4[Fe(CN)_6]$.

2.7.1. CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a broadly utilized electrochemical method [101] that can be utilized to obtain a characteristic behavior or phenomenon at the electrode surface [102]. The potential is applied at the working electrode (WE) with respect to the reference Ag/AgCl electrode (RE). As the potential is scanned positively (forward sweep) and becomes sufficiently positive to oxidize the $Fe(CN)_6^{4-}$ ions, the anodic current is generated due to the reaction occurring at the cathode:

$$Fe(CN)_6^{4-} \rightarrow Fe(CN)_6^{3-} + e$$

As the potential is further increased, most of the $Fe(CN)_6^{4-}$ species near the electrode surface would be consumed and the oxidation current decays. For the reverse direction of the voltage sweep, as the potential at the WE become sufficiently negative vs. RE, a reduction of $Fe(CN)_6^{3-}$ would occur causing the following reaction:

$$Fe(CN)_6^{3-} + e \rightarrow Fe(CN)_6^{4-}$$
The method of CV quickly produces different oxidation states. The amounts of note a CV plot are the anodic peak current $i_{pa}$, cathodic peak current $i_{pc}$, anodic peak potential $E_{pa}$, and cathodic peak potential $E_{pc}$. Estimating $i_p$ involves the extrapolation of the standard current. A redox couple in which half responses quickly trade electrons at the working terminal are said to be electrochemically reversible couples.

The formal reduction potential $E^{o'}$ for such a reversible couple is the mean of anodic peak potential $E_{pa}$ and cathodic peak potential $E_{pc}$ and the magnitudes of the anodic peak current $i_{pa}$ and the cathodic peak current $i_{pc}$ are nearly identical.

$$E^{o'} = \frac{E_{pa} + E_{pc}}{2}$$

A reversible redox reaction also possesses the following relationship:

$$E_{pa} - E_{pc} = \frac{59 \text{ mV}}{n}$$

For a moderate electron transfer rate at the electrode surface, such as irreversible procedures, the potential difference between $E_{pa}$ and $E_{pc}$ is wider. The peak current in a reversible framework for the forward voltage sweep is given by the Randles-Sevcik equation,

$$i_{pc} = 2.69 \times 10^8 n^{3/2} A D^{1/2} v^{1/2} C$$

where, $i_{pc} =$ peak current [A]; $n =$ # electrons, $A =$ electrode area [m$^2$]; $D =$ diffusion coefficient [m$^2$/s]; $C =$ concentration [mol/L] and $v =$ scan rate [V/s].
Therefore, $i_{pc}$ is proportional to the square root of $v$ and the concentration of the species. An example of the CV curve on bare Au electrode in 5mM ferro-/ferricyanide having three electrode setup is plotted in Figure 2.7.

![Cyclic Voltammetry Curve](image)

**Figure 2.7**: Example of Cyclic Voltammetry Curve for Au electrode in 5mM FerroFerricyanide solution
2.7.2 ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) has recently become popular in sensing and surface characterization because of its unprecedented applications. It works with electrical properties of materials and their interfaces with surface-adjusted electrodes [103]. This methodology has been extensively used in the study of electrochemistry [104], biomedical applications [105], material science [106] to name a few. EIS has been used extensively to study the properties of milk [107], various types of meat [108], quality testing in animal skin [109], sax reed review [110], detection of contaminated seafood with marine biotoxin [111], food endo-toxins [112]–[115], and quality monitoring of beverages [116].

EIS techniques can also help examine the ionic conductivity in electrolytes. The resistivity of materials including ionic glasses, polymers, blended salts, and nonstoichiometric ionic salts can be characterized using EIS whenever ionic transport is present. Moreover, the EIS is also a useful tool for studying energy storage, rechargeable batteries, and consumption of such energy. Another common usage of EIS applies to studying dielectric materials [117]. Therefore, EIS is a powerful tool in functional polymer-based biosensor applications.
Figure 2.8: Example of Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy Nyquist Curve for Au electrode in 5mM FerroFerri Cyanide solution

In the Nyquist plot, shown in Figure 2.9, the impedance can be represented as a vector of length $|Z|$. The angle between this vector and the x-axis is $\omega$. Low frequency data are on the right side of the plot and higher frequencies are on the left. This is generally true in most circuits for EIS data where impedance usually decreases as the frequency rises.
Figure 2.9: Example of Nyquist plot of an RC circuit

Figure 2.9 The semicircle is a characteristic plot of a single "time constant". The electrochemical impedance plots often comprise of several time constants. Typically, only a portion of one or more of their semicircles is seen. Another method to present the EIS data is using the Bode plot. The impedance is plotted with log frequency on the x-axis and both the absolute value of the impedance \(|Z| = Z_0\) and phase-shift on the y-axes. The Bode plot for the RC circuit is shown in figure 2.10. The Bode plot explicitly shows frequency information.

Figure 2.10: Example of Bode plot of an RC circuit
2.7.3 PHYSICAL ELECTROCHEMISTRY AND EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT ELEMENTS

EIS can be utilized to describe mass and interfacial properties of the electrochemical system. It is a highly precise and noninvasive technique. Electrochemical system can be modeled as a network of passive electrical circuit elements, called an equivalent circuit. The EIS response of an equivalent circuit can be calculated and compared to the actual EIS response of the electrochemical system. Randles and Ershler equivalent model are the commonly used circuit models for studying charge transfer in lithium ion batteries, bio sensors, ion selective systems and to examine the stability of films. It incorporates ohmic obstruction of the electrolyte arrangement, Warburg impedance (coming about because of the dispersion of ions from the mass electrolyte to the terminal interface), double layer capacitance and electron transfer resistance (that exists if a redox test is available in the electrolyte arrangement).

2.7.4 ELECTROLYTE RESISTANCE

Solution resistance is an important factor in the impedance of an electrochemical cell. A modern three electrode potentiostat compensates for the solution resistance between the counter and reference electrodes. However, any solution resistance between the reference electrode and the working electrode must be considered during modelling of the system. The resistance of an ionic solution depends on the ionic concentration, type of ions, temperature, and the geometry of the area in which current is flown. In a bounded area with area, A, and length, l, carrying a uniform current, the resistance can be defined as,

\[ R = \rho \frac{l}{A} \]
where $\rho$ is the solution resistivity. The reciprocal of $\rho$ ($\kappa$) is more commonly used. $\kappa$ is called the conductivity of the solution and its relationship with solution resistance termed as:

$$R = \frac{1}{\kappa A}$$

or $\kappa = \frac{l}{RA}$

Most electrochemical cells don't have uniform current dissemination through a positive electrolyte zone. The significant issue in figuring course of obstruction in this way concerns assurance of the present flow direction and the geometry of the electrolyte that conveys the current.

2.7.5 DOUBLE LAYER CAPACITANCE

Electrical double layer exists on the interface between a terminal and its encompassing electrolyte. This twofold layer is framed as ions from the solution adsorb onto the electrode surface. The charged electrode is separated from the charged ions by an insulating space, often on the order of angstroms. Charges separated by an insulator form a capacitor so a bare metal immersed in an electrolyte will behave like a capacitor.

2.7.6 POLARIZATION RESISTANCE

At whatever point the capability of an electrode is constrained far from its incentive at open circuit, that is alluded to as "polarizing" the cathode. At the point when an electrode is captivated, it can make current course through electrochemical responses that happen at the anode surface. The measure of current is constrained by the energy of the responses and the dissemination of reactants both towards and far from the cathode. In cells where an anode experiences uniform erosion at open circuit, the open circuit potential is constrained by the harmony between two
distinctive electrochemical responses. One of the responses creates cathodic current and the
different produces anodic current. The open circuit potential equilibrates at the potential where the
cathodic and anodic flows are equivalent. It is alluded to as a blended potential. If the cathode is
effectively consuming, the estimation of the current for both responses is known as the
consumption current. Blended potential control likewise happens in cells where the anode isn’t
eroding. While this segment talks about erosion responses, change of the phrasing makes it
pertinent in non-consumption cases just as found in the following area.
If there are two, simple, kinetically controlled reactions occurring, the potential of the cell is related
to the current by the following equation.

\[ I = I_{corr} \left( e^{\frac{2.303(E-E_{oc})}{\beta_a}} - e^{\frac{2.303(E-E_{oc})}{\beta_c}} \right) \]

where,

I = the measured cell current in amps,

I_{corr} = the corrosion current in amps,

E_{oc} = the open circuit potential in volts,

\( \beta_a \) = the anodic Beta coefficient in volts/decade,

\( \beta_c \) = the cathodic Beta coefficient in volts/decade.

Small signal modelling approach can change the expression as

\[ I_{corr} = \frac{\beta_a \beta_c}{2.303 (\beta_a + \beta_c)} \left( \frac{1}{R_p} \right) \]

Where \( R_p \), the polarization resistance, the polarization resistance behaves like a resistor.
2.7.7 CHARGE TRANSFER RESISTANCE

Resistance in this example is formed by a single, kinetically controlled electrochemical reaction. In this case a mixed potential is absent, but rather a single reaction at equilibrium happens.

Consider the following reversible reaction

\[
\text{Red} \leftrightarrow \text{Ox} + n\text{e}^-
\]

This charge transfer reaction has a certain speed. The speed depends on the kind of reaction, the temperature, the concentration of the reaction products and the potential. The general relation between the potential and the current (which is directly related with the number of electrons and so the charge transfer via Faradays law) is:

\[
i = i_0 \left( \frac{C_0}{C_0^*} \exp\left(\frac{\alpha nF\eta}{RT}\right) - \frac{C_R}{C_R^*} \exp\left(\frac{-(1-\alpha)nF\eta}{RT}\right) \right)
\]

with,

\(i_0\) = exchange current density

\(C_0\) = concentration of oxidant at the electrode surface

\(C_0^*\) = concentration of oxidant in the bulk

\(C_R\) = concentration of reductant at the electrode surface

\(C_R^*\) = concentration of reductant in the bulk

\(\eta\) = overpotential \((E_{\text{app}} - E_{\text{oc}})\)

\(F\) = Faradays constant

\(T\) = temperature

\(R\) = gas constant

\(\alpha\) = reaction order

\(n\) = number of electrons involved
When the concentration in the bulk is the same as at the electrode surface, \( C_0 = C_0^* \) and \( C_R = C_R^* \).

This simplifies the previous equation into:

\[
i = i_0 \left( \exp\left(\frac{\alpha n F \eta}{RT}\right) - \exp\left(-\frac{(1-\alpha) n F \eta}{RT}\right) \right)
\]

This equation is called the Butler-Volmer equation. It is applicable when the polarization depends only on the charge-transfer kinetics. When the overpotential, \( \eta \), is very small and the electrochemical system is at equilibrium, the expression for the charge-transfer resistance changes to:

\[
R_{ct} = \frac{RT}{n F i_0}
\]

From this equation the exchange current density can be calculated when \( R_{ct} \) is known.

### 2.7.8 DIFFUSION

Diffusion additionally can make an impedance called a Warburg impedance. The impedance relies upon the recurrence of the potential annoyance. At high frequencies, the Warburg impedance is little since diffusing reactants don't need to move far. At low frequencies, the reactants need to diffuse more distant, expanding the Warburg-impedance. Warburg impedance is the diffusional impedance for the diffusion layer of infinite thickness which is characterized for the macroelectrode.
Figure 2.11: Diffusion mechanism in an EIS plot

The equation for the "infinite" Warburg impedance is:

\[ Z_w = \sigma (\omega)^{-\frac{1}{2}} (1 - j) \]

On a Nyquist Plot (Fig 2.11) the Warburg impedance appears as a diagonal line with a slope of 45°. On a Bode Plot, the Warburg impedance exhibits a phase shift of 45°.

\( \sigma \) is the Warburg coefficient defined as:

\[ \sigma = \frac{RT}{n^2F^2A\sqrt{2}} \left( \frac{1}{C_0^*\sqrt{D_0}} + \frac{1}{C_R^*\sqrt{D_R}} \right) \]

In which,

\( \omega \) = radial frequency

\( D_0 \) = diffusion coefficient of the oxidant

\( D_R \) = diffusion coefficient of the reductant

\( A \) = surface area of the electrode

\( n \) = number of electrons involved

\( C_0^* \) = concentration of oxidant in the bulk

\( C_R^* \) = concentration of reductant in the bulk
This type of the Warburg impedance is just substantial if the dispersion layer has an endless thickness. Warburg impedance can be calculated by following expression:

\[ Z_0 = \sigma (\omega)^{-\frac{1}{2}} (1 - j) \tanh\left(\frac{j\omega}{D}\right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \]

with,
\[ \delta = \text{Nernst diffusion layer thickness} \]
\[ D = \text{some average value of the diffusion coefficients of the diffusing species} \]
This more general equation is called the finite Warburg. For high frequencies where \( \omega \to \infty \), or for an infinite thickness of the diffusion layer where \( \delta \to \infty \), \( \tanh(\delta(j\omega/D)^{1/2}) \to 1 \)

### 2.7.9 CONSTANT PHASE ELEMENT

Capacitors in EIS experiments often do not behave ideally. Instead, they act like a constant phase element (CPE) as defined below.

The impedance of a capacitor can be expressed as:

\[ Z_{\text{CPE}} = \frac{1}{(j\omega)^\alpha Y_0} \]

where,
\[ Y_0 = \text{The admittance} \]
\[ \alpha = \text{An exponent equaling 1 for a capacitor} \]

For a constant phase element, the type \( \alpha \) is less than 1. The double layer capacitor on genuine cells frequently carries on like a CPE, not a capacitor. While a few speculations (surface harshness, defective capacitor, non-uniform current dispersion, and so on.) have been proposed to
represent the non-perfect conduct of the twofold layer, it is most likely best to treat $\alpha$ as an exact steady with no genuine physical premise.

### 2.7.10 COMMON EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODELS

The elements used in most of the equivalent circuits are presented in Table 2.2. Both the admittance and impedance expressions are given for each circuit element.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equivalent circuit element</th>
<th>Impedance</th>
<th>Admittance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>$R$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{j\omega C}$</td>
<td>$j\omega C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>$j\omega L$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{j\omega L}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W (Infinite Warburg)</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{Y_0\sqrt{j\omega}}$</td>
<td>$Y_0\sqrt{j\omega}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O (Finite Warburg)</td>
<td>$\frac{\tanh(B\sqrt{j\omega})}{Y_0\sqrt{j\omega}}$</td>
<td>$Y_0\sqrt{j\omega} \coth(B\sqrt{j\omega})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q (Constant Phase Element)</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{Y_0 j\omega^\alpha}$</td>
<td>$Y_0 j\omega^\alpha$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Equivalent Circuit parameter

The EIS software uses dependable variables like $R$, $C$, $L$, $Y_0$, $B$ and $\alpha$ as fit parameters.
2.7.11 SIMPLIFIED RANDLES CELL

The Simplified Randles cell is one of most regular cell models. It incorporates a solution resistance, a double layer capacitor and a charge transfer (or polarization resistance). The double-layer capacitance is in parallel with the charge-move obstruction. Notwithstanding being a helpful model, the Simplified Randles Cell is the beginning stage for other increasingly complex models. The equal circuit for a Simplified Randles Cell is appeared in Figure 2.12

\[ \text{Figure 2.12: Simplest representation of Randles circuit} \]

The Nyquist Plot of a Simplified Randles cell is always a semicircle. The solution resistance can be found by analyzing the real axis value at the high frequency intercept. This is the intercept near the origin of the plot. The real axis value at the other (low frequency) intercept is the sum of the polarization resistance and the solution resistance. Consider a cell where semi-limitless dispersion is the rate deciding advance, with an arrangement opposition as the main other cell impedance. Adding a double layer capacitance and a charge transfer impedance, we get the equivalent circuit in Figure 2.13. This circuit models a cell where polarization is due to a combination of kinetic and diffusion processes.
With the presentation of a constant phase element (CPE) as a trade for the limit in EIS estimations, most of the experimental raw data could be fitted by economically accessible software (Gamry, Scribner, Solartron, and so on.). Much better fit outcomes were gotten with CPE in correlation with the fit outcomes acquired by utilizing unadulterated limit, spoken to by parallel plate condenser. Considering that the CPE characterizes inhomogeneity of the surface in the electrochemical EIS trials and inhomogeneity of the charge dissemination in strong state EIS estimations, it is sensible to expect that better fit for genuine frameworks is acquired by utilizing CPE. Figure 2.14 shows the use of constant phase element and infinite Warburg element.

Figure 2.13: Modified Randles circuit for mixed kinetic and diffusion-controlled system

Figure 2.14: Randles circuit where Pure capacitance is replaced with constant phase element in a mixed kinetic and diffusion-controlled system
CHAPTER 3: SYNTHESIS OF A SINGLE-CHAIN TEMPLATED POLYMER

3.1. OVERVIEW

This chapter discusses name of chemicals and reagents used for the thesis and types of electrodes used for electrochemical measurements. The theory of RAFT polymerization is briefly discussed. The synthesis of homo PNIPAM and other functional copolymer are discussed along with the purification process throughout the chapter.

3.2 REAGENTS

Reagents are recorded by their sources. The following rundown of materials and synthetic substances were utilized during different experiment:

**Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA)**

1. Methacrylic acid 99% purity (MAA). was vacuum distilled, then passed through columns of basic alumina and inhibitor remover to remove inhibitor.
2. 4-Vinylpyridine 95% purity (4VP). was vacuum distilled, then passed through a column of basic alumina and a column of inhibitor remover to remove inhibitor.
3. 2-(Dodecylthiocarbonothioylthio)2-methylpropanoic acid 97% purity (DDMAT). Used as received.
4. 2,2 Azobisisobutyronitrile 98% (AIBN). Used as received
5. 3-Nitrophenol 99% purity (3NP). Used as received
6. 4-Nitrophenol 99% purity (4NP). Used as received
7. 1,4-dioxane, 99.8% anhydrous. Used as received
8. Ethanol, ACS Grade.
**Tokyo Chemical Industry (TCI)**

N-isopropyl acrylamide 99% purity (NIPAM). Recrystallized from hexane (3 times) to remove inhibitor.

### 3.3 ELECTRODES

The working electrode (Fig 3.1 (A)) used for this thesis is BASI MF-2114 [118] Au electrode. The reference electrode (Fig 3.2 (C)) used is BASI MF-2052 [119] Ag/AgCl (3M NaCl) electrode. The counter electrode (Fig 3.2 (B)) used for the electrochemistry purpose is BASI MW-1033 [120] Platinum coil auxiliary electrode.

![Figure 3.1: A) Working Electrode B)Counter Electrode C) Reference Electrode](image)

### 3.4 RAFT POLYMERIZATION

The revelation of reversible-deactivation radical polymerization (RDRP) has opened countless opportunities to create a variety of high-fidelity polymers with an abundance of functionality and architecture. RDRP has revolutionized the way polymers were synthesized during recent decades, laying the foundation for the blend of complex macromolecules and enabling the production of polymers that were previously not achievable. The arrival of RDRP began with the development of atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) [121] along with
reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization [122]–[125], which has revitalized the free radical polymerization technique for the creation of functional polymers. The basic principle behind RDRP process is based on the existence of a highly controlled and sustained radicals that continue to propagate throughout the polymerization via a reversible initiation and deactivation balance. In nitro oxide mediated polymerization (NMP) and atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP), this balance is established through either nitro oxide capping (NMP) or a redox process with a metal halide salt (ATRP) in which the equilibrium strongly favors the dormant species. This mechanism is known as reversible termination of the propagating chain (Figure 3.1) [126].

![Figure 3.2: Reversible-deactivation radical polymerization by reversible termination [126]](image)

Radical formation only occurs when dormant species are activated, at a time when the concentration of the propagating radicals remains low. Due to the irreversible termination, formation of prematurely terminated polymers is low in concentration. On the other hand, RAFT follows a degenerative chain transfer process, where the propagating species equilibrate with dormant species (figure 3.2). RAFT process leads to better control over NMP and ATRP in terms of polymer integrity and homogeneity.
RAFT regularly uses a thio carbonylthio-containing chain transfer agent (CTA). Since there is no net change in the number of free radicals during the activation−deactivation procedure, an external initiator is required with the initiation proceeding like a normal radical polymerization. The mechanism of RAFT polymerization is presented in Figure 3.4 [127].
After initiation, the propagating radical (Pn•) adds to the thiocarbonylthio compound (1) to form the radical intermediate (2), which subsequently fragments to give another thiocarbonylthio group (3) and a new radical (R•) (4). The radical (R•) may then react with the newly formed thiocarbonyl group or reinitiate polymerization by reacting with monomer to form a new propagating radical (Pm•). After the initially added CTA is consumed (i.e., completion of the “initialization period”),[128] the “main equilibrium” of activation–deactivation is established by degenerative chain transfer between propagating (Pm or Pn) and dormant (3/6) chains.

RAFT polymerization is a living radical polymerization strategy that can be utilized to synthesize polymers of various structures including homopolymers, triblock, and star-shaped polymers with predetermined atomic weights [123]. Several types of RAFT chain transfer agents (CTAs) are commercially available, including dithiobenzoates, trithiocarbonates, and dithiocarbamates [129]. In this thesis, RAFT polymerizations of Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) were performed with the traditional azo-initiator 2,2'-azo-bis-isobutyrylnitrile (AIBN) as a radical initiator and 2-(((Dodecylthio)carbonothioyl)thio)-2-methylpropanoic acid (DDMAT) as the CTA. The polymerization process is shown in Figure 3.5.

This method utilizes the pressure dependence of gas solubility in liquid. The pressure of the gas inside the Schlenk flask is decreased during the pumping process. A new liquid-gas phase equilibrium was established when thaw process ran. As a result, the dissolved gas was released from the liquid as bubbles.
Main Advantages of RAFT polymerization over traditional polymerization include: Simple to implementation, low cost, compatibility with a wide range of monomers, Narrow molecular weight distribution (low dispersity)[130], intricate control over polymer architecture & end group functionality.

3.4 POLY (NIPAM)

Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) is a standout amongst the most examined temperature-responsive polymers and shows temperature dependence phase change in fluid arrangements at its lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of 32º C [107]. Hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of hydrated PNIPAM chain can be controlled by temperature [108], [109]. The LCST and hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of PNIPAM can be accurately controlled by the copolymer composition[110], [111]. In past investigations, PNIPAM has been functionalized.
with outside stimuli-responsivity to pH\cite{112}, ions\cite{113}, saccharides\cite{114} and light\cite{115} by copolymerization with functional monomers.

Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) is a well-known stimuli-responsive polymer whose phase transitions when interacted with water. It transforms to a swollen hydrated polymer when the solution temperature is below 32°C and becomes a dehydrated and collapsed (or shrunken) phase when the solution temperature is above 32°C. This transition temperature is known as the lower critical solution temperature (LCST). At temperatures below the LCST, the hydrogen bonding from the amide group is strong causing the poly(NIPAm) to dissolve in aqueous solution. In this phase, the polymer chain is in an extended random coil shape as illustrated in Figure 3.6

![Figure 3.6: Phase transition behavior of Poly (NIPAM) chain at different temperature](image)

For temperatures above the LCST, the hydrogen bonding between water molecules and the poly (NIPAM) chains is too weak to overcome the hydrophobic interactions within the aliphatic polymer backbone, isopropyl groups, and the water molecules. Therefore, the poly (NIPAM) chains form hydrophobic globules. Further increment in the temperature above the LCST causes the globules to become even more aggregated resulting in larger polymeric solid particles.
Beyond LCST, Critical temperature, Tc is portrayed by two characteristic parameters: the arrest temperature $T_a$ and the concentration $c_t$ beyond which the poly (NIPAM) collapses over time. Between Tc and Ta, the framework can develop by phase separation and collapse in time, while phase separation is arrested past Ta. Above Ta, phase space is divided by $c_t$. Beneath $c_t$ the attributes of the arrested states, mesoglobules and aggregates, are elements of the PNIPAM concentration and the temperature history of the sample or more exactly the time spent at the coarsening conditions among Tc and Ta. Paradoxically, above $c_t$ the phenomenology of contracting gels, which are gatherings of completely crumpled microgels, is autonomous of these parameters [131]. Rather, the level of contracting relies upon the profundity of the temperature extinguish characterized as $\Delta T = T - T_a$, a parameter that is immaterial for the captured states shaped underneath $c_t$. The state dependency with variation of concentration and temperature depicted in figure 3.7. The general highlights of the phase behavior are not limited to the PNIPAM microgel framework yet in addition apply to linear PNIPAM. [132]–[137].

![Figure 3.7](image)

Figure 3.7: The state diagram depicting the arrested states of PNIPAM microgels, as obtained two hours after a quench beyond the lower critical solution temperature $T_{lc}$ [131].
Phase separation of PNIPAM is always arrested beyond $Ta$; with increasing concentration this leads to respectively stable mesoglobules (black squares), flocks (blue filled stars), space-filling aggregates (blue open stars) or shrinking gels (red circles) shown in figure 3.7. The blue line denotes the boundary between mesoglobules and flocculated states, as determined in dynamic light scattering experiments. The red line marks the onset to shrinking gels, as determined by visual inspection. The solid horizontal line indicates $Tc$, the dashed horizontal line indicates $Ta$. The dotted vertical line denotes the critical concentration $c^*$ beyond which the PNIPAM microgels are in a glassy state at 30 °C. The images on the right are representative examples for each state and are taken at $T = 45$ °C; from top to bottom: $c = 1 \cdot 10^{-5}$ g/ml, $1 \cdot 10^{-3}$ g/ml, $3 \cdot 10^{-3}$ g/ml and $2 \cdot 10^{-2}$ g/ml. The errors in concentration are within 3% Poly (NIPAM) will lose about 90% of its water volume when the temperature is raised above 32°C [131]

### 3.5 HOMOPOLYMER OF N-ISOPROPYLACRYLAMIDE

Primarily the polymer synthesized for this project was a free radical polymerization of nisopropylacrylamide (NIPAM), a homopolymer, for initial testing and baseline experiments for future comparison (Figure 3.8). Initially purified NIPAM (25 mmol) 2.825 grams added in a 50 mL round bottom flask with 25 mL of 1,4-dioxane, 2% (w/w) AIBN, and a stir bar 97. The monomer and initiator were dissolved and sealed with a rubber septum to ensure initial vacuum. Freeze-pumped-thaw process was applied to sealed flask for multiple cycles to get rid of all gas. After three cycles the flask was back filled with inert gas i.e.; nitrogen for at least five minutes. The flask was then placed into an oil bath at 70°C for 24 hours with constant stirring for polymerization process. This N-isopropylacrylamide homopolymer is required for initial testing and future comparison with templated polymers.
3.6 COPOLYMERIZATION OF TP AND TEMPLATE REMOVAL

For template sensing, 4 Nitrophenol (fig: 3.9(A)) and NMethylGlutamate (fig: 3.9(B)) were used during TP synthesis. 4-nitrophenol (4-NP) is a hazardous waste and a priority toxic pollutant identified by US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Glutamate is crucial for cell metabolism in the peripheral tissues and organs. Neurotransmitter like glutamate play a critical role in the nervous system. NMethylGlutamate acts like an analog of L-Glutamic acid.

Several monomers were needed to form a functional TP. In case of template sensing, both 4-vinylpyridine (4VP) and Methacrylic acid (MAA) work as recognition or functional monomers. MAA is hydrogen donor as well as acceptor, so it can form dimer during polymerization. This dimerization could enhance the effect of imprinting[138].

\[
\text{(A) } n\text{-isopropylacrylamide} \\
\text{H}_2\text{C}=\text{CHCONHCH(CH}_3)_2
\]

Figure 3.8: A) n-isopropylacrylamide B) Homopolymer of n-isopropylacrylamide
Figure 3.9: (A) 4-Nitrophenol (B) NMethylGlutamate

4VP and MAA forms a non-covalent acid-base crosslinking. Hydrogen bonds (fig: 3.10) between the MAA and 4VP hold the configuration of binding sites on the polymer chain[139], [140]. So, the memory of the target analyte was templated inside the polymer layer.

Figure 3.10: The hydrogen (A) in the carboxylic acid group in MAA can behave as a hydrogen bond donor, the nitrogen (B) in aromatic ring of 4-VP act as a hydrogen bond acceptor

To get optimum functional TP, 1,4-dioxane was used at varying volume to vary the concentration before initiation of polymerization. Hexane was added thus the polymer was precipitated out of the solution. The solubility of the monomer in hexane is higher than polymer. So, the unreacted monomer and most of template molecules were left in the hexane. The polymer was separated by centrifugation. It was observed that after 4 rounds of precipitation over 90% template molecules can be removed. Then, the MIPs were dissolved in a good solvent for the template molecules and dialyzed. The polymerized solution was placed in dialysis bag which had 10,000 to 12,000 molecular weight cut off (MWCO) dialysis membrane. The dialysis pack was
put into a vessel that has more volume than the pack [141]. The whole dialysis process typically kept running in between four weeks to six months to get fully synthesized polymer chain inside the dialysis bag. To get rid of unbound template the polymer solution was alternated in between acidic and basic condition at different temperature with varying duration. This strategy could be useful to determine the required polymer concentration in dialysis bag which affect the time and amount of solvent to remove most of the templates.

3.7 FREEZE DRYING TP SAMPLE

It’s important to have template removed purified TP. First newly synthesized TP is needed to run through equilibrium dialysis. MIP was first diluted in 0.1 M sodium hydroxide and methanol (V:V=30:70) mixture for 6 hours, then flowed by dialysis in pH 10 sodium hydroxide solution for 2 days and D.I. water for 1 day. After the removal process is done, the TP solution is flushed with deionized water and freeze dried with Labconco Freezone 2.5 (figure 3.11). Diminishing the pressure close to 0.130 Torr and with the temperature brought down to -80°C, underneath waters triple point, takes into consideration the expulsion of water through sublimation, deserting a soft grayish powder of TP sample [142]. The whole freeze-drying process could help to determine the polymer concentration and used to know theoretical bound template molecule to the TP structure.

![Figure 3.11: Labconco Freezone 2.5 Lyophilization unit used for water removal in combination with an aluminum tower [143]](image)
CHAPTER 4: POLYMER CHARACTERIZATION

After polymer synthesis, the lyophilized templated polymer powders were analyzed with Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).

4.1 FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY (FTIR)

FTIR offers quantitative and subjective investigation for natural and inorganic samples. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) distinguishes chemical bonds in an atom by delivering an infrared absorption range. The spectra produce a profile of the sample, a unique sub-molecular signature that can be utilized to characterize the molecular composition of the synthesized polymer powder.

The samples were tested with Thermo Nicolet iS10 FT-IR, Windows XP-controlled instrument designed for easy operation using the OMNIC 8 software. The resolution of the spectrometer is 0.4 cm\(^{-1}\), and the spectral range is 7800 to 350 cm. The sample chamber and optics are purged with air with a dew point of 95°F.

Figure 4.1: Thermo Nicolet iS10 FT-IR
4.1.1 PNIPAM-MAA-4VP FTIR

Figure 4.2 shows a random templated polymer chain with functional groups. MAA and 4VP form acid base crosslink throughout the polymer chain. 4VP works as a recognition monomer for the template, which form hydrogen bonding and/or \( \pi-\pi \) interaction with the template molecule. The Figure 4.2 is a random illustration of the synthesized polymer chain after template removal. Its been assumed that MAA and 4VP are present side by side in the figure but in actual sample PNIPAM can be present in between them. RAFT agent DDMAT provides the R and Z group which are kind of head and tail structure for the polymer chain. Reducing agent like TCEP promotes thiolate bonding to gold by breaking the Z group (C=S bond).

![Figure 4.2: PNIPAM chain with functional monomers](image-url)
Figure 4.3: FTIR spectra for various chain length of homo PNIPAM

The peaks identified from the FTIR spectra shown in Figure 4.3 which plots various chain length of templated polymer are tabulated in Table 4.1 which shows the corresponding vibrational origins and the functional groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional Group</th>
<th>Wavenumbers (cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>Vibration origin / Functional group for peaks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PNIPAM</td>
<td>1370,1390</td>
<td>isopropyl group vibration / symmetric doublet with medium intensity is for isopropyl group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1130</td>
<td>Asymmetric C-N-C is stretching from the secondary amine. [144], [145]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1462</td>
<td>C–H bending (scissoring) (in CH₃ groups) [144], [146]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1638</td>
<td>Amide I due to stretching vibration of C=O group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1553</td>
<td>Amide II (C-N stretching)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 4.1: PNIPAM FTIR spectra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DDMAT</th>
<th>3284</th>
<th>N-H stretch indicates hydrogen bond length ~2.85Å [144], [146]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>833 to 930</td>
<td>Symmetric stretching due to C=S in thiocarbonyl linkage and mixed vibration from -N-C=S bands respectively [145], [147], [148]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>( \vartheta(C-O) ) vibrations from carboxylic acid (R group)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1170</td>
<td>(-C(CH(_3))(_2)) ) skeletal vibration due to DDMAT (R group)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1070</td>
<td>( \vartheta(C=S) ) stretching vibrations [149]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.1.2 4-NITROPHENOL (4NP) TP FTIR

Figure 4.4 shows the FTIR spectra for different chain length of 4NP templated polymer powder. Both chain length have signature similarities in FTIR spectra.

![FTIR Spectra for 4NP TP](image_url)

Figure 4.4: FTIR Spectra for 4NP TP
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional Group/Template</th>
<th>Wavenumbers (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Vibration origin / Functional group for peaks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PNIPAM</td>
<td>1370,1390</td>
<td>isopropyl group vibration / symmetric doublet with medium intensity is for isopropyl group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1130</td>
<td>Asymmetric C-N-C is stretching from the secondary amine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1462</td>
<td>C–H bending (scissoring) (in CH(_3) groups)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1638</td>
<td>Amide I due to stretching vibration of C=O group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1553</td>
<td>Amide II (C-N stretching)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3284</td>
<td>N-H stretch indicates hydrogen bond length ~2.85Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAA</td>
<td>1711</td>
<td>Carbonyl (C=O) group stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4VP</td>
<td>1031</td>
<td>C-H in and out of plane bending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDMAT</td>
<td>833 to 930</td>
<td>Symmetric stretching due to C=S in thiocarbonyl linkage and mixed vibration from -N-C=S bands respectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>(\vartheta)(C-O) vibrations from carboxylic acid (R group)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1170</td>
<td>(-C(CH(_3))(_2)-) skeletal vibration due to DDMAT (R group)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1070</td>
<td>(\vartheta)(C=S) stretching vibrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-NP</td>
<td>1334</td>
<td>-NO(_2) aromatic stretches from 4-NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1625</td>
<td>Hydrogen bonding between carbonyl group of functional co polymer and hydroxyl group of 4-NP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Functional Group with 4NP templated PNIPAM FTIR spectra

The peaks at 1334 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1625 cm\(^{-1}\) signature for NO\(_2\) aromatic stretches from 4-NP and hydrogen bonding between carbonyl group of the functional copolymer and the hydroxyl group of 4-NP respectively, are present in the pNIPAM-based polymer templated with 4-NP.
Figure 4.5 shows the FTIR spectra of purified N-methyl-glutamate templated polymer powder and Figure 4.6 verifies the purification or template removal procedural success.

Figure 4.5: FTIR for N Methyl Glutamate removed TP

Figure 4.6: FTIR plots between N-Methyl-Glutamate removed TP and 100 mer PNIPAM NIP

In Figure 4.6, 100-mer NIP (red spectra) and N-Methyl-Glutamate removed TP (blue spectra) after template removal show similar kind of spectra in FTIR that confirms the template is removed from the polymer cavity.
Table 4.3 gives the list of the functional groups found in glutamate template removed polymer powder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional Group/Template</th>
<th>Wavenumbers (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Vibration origin / Functional group for peaks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PNIPAM</td>
<td>1370,1390</td>
<td>isopropyl group vibration / symmetric doublet with medium intensity is for isopropyl group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1130</td>
<td>Asymmetric C-N-C is stretching from the secondary amine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1462</td>
<td>C–H bending (scissoring) (in CH(_3) groups)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1638</td>
<td>Amide I due to stretching vibration of C=O group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1553</td>
<td>Amide II (C-N stretching)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3284</td>
<td>N-H stretch indicates hydrogen bond length ~2.85Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAA</td>
<td>1711</td>
<td>Carbonyl (C=O) group stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4VP</td>
<td>1031</td>
<td>C-H in and out of plane bending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDMAT</td>
<td>833 to 930</td>
<td>Symmetric stretching due to C=S in thiocarbonyl linkage and mixed vibration from -N-C=S bands respectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>(\theta)(C-O) vibrations from carboxylic acid (R group)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1170</td>
<td>(\theta)(-C(CH(_3))(_2)) skeletal vibration due to DDMAT (R group)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1070</td>
<td>(\theta)(C=S) stretching vibrations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Functional Group with N Methyl Glutamate removed PNIPAM FTIR spectra
4.2 NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE (NMR) SPECTROSCOPY

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is an analytical chemistry technique utilized in quality control and research for characterizing the substance and composition. For instance, NMR can quantitatively identify molecules from a mixture of compound. NMR can either be utilized to coordinate against existing spectra databases or to construe the fundamental structure for an unknown compound. Once the basic structure is known, the NMR can be used to determine molecular conformation in solution as well as studying physical properties at the molecular level such as conformational changes, phase changes, solubility, and diffusion.

A 5 mg lyophilized polymer powder is mixed properly with 700 μL CDCl3. Then the solution is transferred to NMR glass tube for experiment. The NMR spectra in Figure 4.8 confirmed that all monomers present in the initial formulation of templated polymer showed signals in the NMR spectra, confirming that each types of monomers was incorporated into the polymer chain as can be seen in Figure 4.7

![Figure 4.7: PNIPAM co MAA 4VP 100 mer Polymer chain](image)
Figure 4.8: $^1$H NMR (400MHz) spectra of PNIPAM co MAA 4VP 100 mer Polymer

The $\delta$ (1.6 ppm) at peak 1 [$-CH_2$] and $\delta$ (2.1 ppm) at peak 2 [$-CH$] can be attributed to the backbone of PNIPAM. The $\delta$ (4.0 ppm) at peak 3 and $\delta$ (1.1 ppm) at peak 4 are attributed to methine (isopropyl group) and methyl protons from NIPAM respectively [150]. The $\delta$ (1.95 ppm) at peak 5 [$-CH_3$] [151] and $\delta$ (6.25 ppm) at peak 8 [$-CH_2$] are attributed to MAA. The $\delta$ (7.1 ppm) at peak 6 and $\delta$ (8.5 ppm) at peak 7 are from 4VP [152]. The $\delta$ (0.9 ppm) at peak 10 from [(-S-CH$_2$(CH$_2$)$_{10}$CH$_3$) proton] and $\delta$ (3.64 ppm) at peak 9 from [(-S-CH$_2$(CH$_2$)$_{10}$CH$_3$) proton] are attributed to Z group of RAFT agent (DDMAT) [152].
4.2.1 FUNCTIONAL MONOMER COMPOSITION ESTIMATION

Figure 4.9 shows $^1$H NMR spectra for the PNIPAM homopolymer which has the initial composition of 100 mol% NIPAM. The molar ratio between the functional monomer and the NIPAM can be calculated via the following equation:

$$\frac{\text{Functional Monomer 1 (Mol)}}{\text{Functional Monomer 2 (Mol)}} = \frac{\frac{A_1}{\text{No. of Proton/s}}}{\frac{A_2}{\text{No. of Proton/s}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Figure 4.9: $^1$H NMR spectra of HOMO PNIPAM

The average chain length can be calculated by obtaining the ratio between NIPAM and the chain transfer agent DDMAT as shown in Figure 4.9 using Eq (1):

$$\frac{\text{NIPAM (Mol)}}{\text{DDMAT (Mol)}} = \frac{1.00}{\frac{0.040}{4}} = 100 : 1$$
where $A_2$ is the area of the aromatic protons at 3.64 ppm (coming from RAFT agent) and $A_1$ is the area of methine protons of isopropyl group (coming from NIPAM) at 4.8 ppm.

Figure 4.10 shows the $^1$H NMR spectra for 4 nitrophenol templated polymer which had an initial composition of 76 mol% NIPAM, 10 mol% MAA and 14 mol% 4-VP. The ratio between functional monomers NIPAM, 4-VP and MAA can also be calculated using Equation (1).

Figure 4.10: $^1$H NMR spectra of 4 Nitrophenol (4NP) templated (removed) polymer

**4-VP : NIPAM**

$$\frac{4VP \ (Mol)}{NIPAM \ (Mol)} = \frac{0.360}{2} \div \frac{1.00}{1} = 13.68 : 76$$
NIPAM : DDMAT

\[
\frac{NIPAM \ (Mol)}{DDMAT \ (Mol)} = \frac{1.00}{\frac{1}{0.052}} = 76 : 0.988
\]

Figure 4.11 shows $^1$H NMR spectra for N methyl glutamate templated polymer which had an initial composition of 87 mol% NIPAM, 5 mol% MAA and 8 mol% 4-VP.

The ratio of the functional monomers, the polymer backbone and the chain transfer agent are estimated using Equation (1) as shown below and the ratios closely match the initial composition during synthesis.
4-VP : NIPAM

\[
\frac{4VP \ (Mol)}{NIPAM \ (Mol)} = \frac{0.183}{2} = \frac{1.00}{1} = 7.96 : 87
\]

NIPAM : DDMAT

\[
\frac{NIPAM \ (Mol)}{DDMAT \ (Mol)} = \frac{1.00}{0.046} = 87 : 1
\]

4.3 X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY (XPS)

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), also known as Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis (ESCA) is the most generally utilized surface investigation technique. It provide an important quantitative information about the chemical binding energy on the surface of the material under study. The average depth of analysis for an XPS measurement is approximately 5 nm. A common XPS can decide the composition (0.1-1.0% minimum is typically quoted) and chemical state of the constituent species.

The samples were tested with the Kratos Axis Supra XPS (X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy) system (Figure 4.12) which offers surface analysis, surface chemical mapping, surface imaging, and depth profiling of metallic, semi-metallic and nonmetallic samples as deep as 1 nm. The sample can be evacuated to 10^{-9} Torr or better, for quality measurements.
Figure 4.12: Kratos Axis Supra XPS

For XPS measurements, the templated polymer was coated in a custom-made gold electrode array fabricated on a glass slide. Approximately 60 nm gold was initially coated on top of the 5 nm Chromium (Cr) layer via thermal evaporation technique (Edwards E306A). Before photolithography, the Au samples were rinsed sequentially with acetone, ethanol, and deionized water and the dried via nitrogen flow. The samples were spin-coated with S1813 photoresist (MicropsitTM) and baked at 100°C for 1 min followed by exposure to UV. After exposure and development, the samples were rinsed with deionized water and post baked at 120°C for 4 mins. Afterward, the exposed metal area was wet etched via gold and chromium etchant. The sample gold arrays were then cut with a glass cutter to form small pieces of the gold surface which were subjected to a gentle THF and deionized water rinse followed by a N₂ gas blow-dry before use.

4.3.1 SULPHUR (S2p SPECTRA)

Figure 4.13 plots S2p peaks for different polymer deposition conditions. Typically, sulfur content is very low and requires long acquisition time for good quality S2p spectrum. S2p peak has closely spaced spin-orbit components ($\Delta=1.16$eV, intensity ratio=0.511). S2p curve can be decomposed into two components where each one accounts for the spin-orbits splitting doublet such as S2p\textsubscript{1/2} and S2p\textsubscript{3/2}. Literature indicates that only one bound thiolate species is detectable by
XPS after adsorption of thiol or disulfide molecules onto gold surfaces. The bare Au surface (Figure 4.13(A)) shows S2p peaks associated with SO2 interaction (~165.8 eV) from the air. The S-O binding in the gold surface can possibly occur due to the binding via the S atom, the two oxygen atoms, and a combination of S and O [153]. The S2p3/2 Binding Energy of this bound thiolate species is around 162 eV. The S2p3/2 Binding Energies of the unbound thiols and disulfides are between 163.5 and 164 eV [154]. The peaks around 164 eV and beyond are attributed to unbound thiols at the gold surface. This might be due to the physiosorbed thiols at the surface. The peaks around 168 eV and higher can be attributed to the oxidized sulphur at the surface.
Figure 4.13: S2p spectra (A) bare Au; (B) 20 s polymer attachment without TCEP; (C) 20 s polymer attachment with TCEP; (D) 30 mins polymer attachment without TCEP; (E) 30 mins polymer attachment with TCEP. S2p Intensity vs binding energy fitted data are quantified and tabulated in Table 4.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantified Data for S2p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>(A) Bare Au</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE [eV]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 2p 164.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 2p 164.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(B) 20 s Polymer attachment without TCEP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 2p 164.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 2p 163.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 2p 164.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(C) 20 s Polymer attachment with TCEP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 2p 162.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 2p 167.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 2p 162.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 2p 166.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 2p 164.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 2p 169.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 2p 166.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 2p 162.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.4: Quantified binding energies for S2p peak at different deposition scenario

4.3.2 NITROGEN (N 1S) SPECTRA

In Figure 4.14(A), N1s peaks (~396 eV) associated with chemisorbed nitrogen at the bare gold surface occur from the chemical interaction of nitrogen present in the air along with adventitious carbon species [155]. High-resolution N1s XPS scan with a curve is fitted using the peaks with binding energies of 398.5, 398.2, 398.3 and 397.5 eV in Figure 4.14(C). This sample was prepared by 20s attachment of PNIPAM on Au with TCEP. The major peak at 398.3 eV was attributed to the CNH units of PNIPA [156]. In the case of 30 mins of attachment of PNIPAM with Au, N1s spectra for samples with or without TCEP show binding energy distribution between 396.2 and 399.2 eV. Figure 4.14(D) features a minor characteristic of double peak structure for the azido groups at 396.2 and 399.2 eV, with a BE split of 3.7 eV [157].

(D) 30 mins Polymer attachment without TCEP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>165.20</th>
<th>1.62</th>
<th>0.67</th>
<th>34.83</th>
<th>11.78</th>
<th>34.83</th>
<th>11.78</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S 2p 164.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 2p 164.0</td>
<td>164.01</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>62.92</td>
<td>12.32</td>
<td>62.92</td>
<td>12.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 2p 160.5</td>
<td>160.50</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>7.38</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>7.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(E) 30 mins Polymer attachment with TCEP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>164.29</th>
<th>2.60</th>
<th>0.67</th>
<th>81.25</th>
<th>8.18</th>
<th>81.25</th>
<th>8.18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S 2p 164.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 2p 165.5</td>
<td>165.42</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>18.75</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>18.75</td>
<td>8.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(A)
Figure 4.14: N1s spectra (A) bare Au; (B) 20 s polymer attachment without TCEP; (C) 20 s polymer attachment with TCEP; (D) 30 mins polymer attachment without TCEP; (E) 30 mins polymer attachment with TCEP

N1s Intensity vs binding energy fitted data are quantified and tabulated in Table 4.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantified Data for N1s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A) Bare Au</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE [eV]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N 1s 396.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N 1s 396.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(B) 20 s Polymer attachment without TCEP

| N 1s 396.2 | 396.37 | 2.74 | 0.48 | 83.92 | 7.16  | 83.92 | 7.16  |
| N 1s 395.1 | 395.10 | 2.07 | 0.48 | 16.08 | 7.16  | 16.08 | 7.16  |

(C) 20 s Polymer attachment with TCEP

| N 1s 398.5 | 400.29 | 1.93 | 0.48 | 18.80 | 20.05 | 18.80 | 20.05 |
| N 1s 398.2 | 396.57 | 1.46 | 0.48 | 13.87 | 16.15 | 13.87 | 16.15 |
| N 1s 398.3 | 398.64 | 2.20 | 0.48 | 57.86 | 21.99 | 57.86 | 21.99 |
| N 1s 397.5 | 397.51 | 1.20 | 0.48 | 13.70 | 9.47  | 13.70 | 9.47  |

(D) 30 mins Polymer attachment without TCEP

| N 1s 396.2 | 396.05 | 3.00 | 0.48 | 85.06 | 7.23  | 85.06 | 7.23  |
| N 1s 397.8 | 397.79 | 2.20 | 0.48 | 11.26 | 6.36  | 11.26 | 6.36  |
| N 1s 399.9 | 399.76 | 1.40 | 0.48 | 3.68  | 4.32  | 3.68  | 4.32  |

(E) 30 mins Polymer attachment with TCEP

| N 1s 396.1 | 396.15 | 1.16 | 0.48 | 14.39 | 4.19  | 14.39 | 4.19  |
| N 1s 395.1 | 395.22 | 1.87 | 0.48 | 40.14 | 5.68  | 40.14 | 5.68  |
| N 1s 397.1 | 397.10 | 2.00 | 0.48 | 45.46 | 5.78  | 45.46 | 5.78  |

Table 4.5: Quantified binding energies for N1s peak at different deposition scenario

4.3.3 CARBON (C 1S) SPECTRA

The high-resolution C1s XPS spectra are shown in Figure 4.15. In Figure 4.15(A), the C1s spectra arise due to the hydrocarbon species present at the surface coupled with such species having complex interaction with air [158]. Figure 4.15(c) which shows C1s binding spectra exhibits the best result in terms of binding. These were curve fitted using the peaks with binding energies of 283.9, 284.9, and 286.1 eV, which are attributable to chemical bonding environments C-C/H, C-N, and C=O, respectively. The binding energies for these three groups are slightly lower than the previously reported value by Yu et. al [159]. The intensity of carbon peak increased after
the conjugation of PNIPAM polymer chain onto Au because a higher concentration of carbon is incorporated in PNIPAM chain [160].

Figure 4.15: C1s spectra (A) bare Au; (B) 20 s polymer attachment without TCEP; (C) 20 s polymer attachment with TCEP; (D) 30 mins polymer attachment without TCEP; (E) 30 mins polymer attachment with TCEP
C1s Intensity vs binding energy fitted data are quantified and tabulated in table 4.6.

### Quantified Data for C1s

#### (A) Bare Au

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BE [eV]</th>
<th>FWHM [eV]</th>
<th>RSF</th>
<th>Atomic conc. [%]</th>
<th>Error [%]</th>
<th>Mass conc. [%]</th>
<th>Error [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C 1s 282.5</td>
<td>281.81</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>68.45</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>68.45</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 1s 283.4</td>
<td>283.58</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>27.24</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>27.24</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 1s 282.9</td>
<td>282.76</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### (B) 20 s Polymer attachment without TCEP

<p>| | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C 1s 281.5</td>
<td>280.31</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>22.60</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>22.60</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 1s 281.9</td>
<td>281.71</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>64.39</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>64.39</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 1s 283.2</td>
<td>283.21</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>13.01</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>13.01</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### (C) 20 s Polymer attachment with TCEP

<p>| | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C 1s 281.6</td>
<td>280.55</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>31.09</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>31.09</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 1s 284.9</td>
<td>284.89</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>11.20</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>11.20</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 1s 282.2</td>
<td>282.28</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>43.94</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>43.94</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 1s 283.9</td>
<td>283.90</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 1s 281.5</td>
<td>281.50</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 1s 286.1</td>
<td>286.10</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### (D) 30 mins Polymer attachment without TCEP

<p>| | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C 1s 282.1</td>
<td>284.07</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>28.63</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>28.63</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 1s 281.1</td>
<td>280.12</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 1s 281.8</td>
<td>281.79</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>28.10</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>28.10</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 1s 282.3</td>
<td>282.68</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>35.49</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>35.49</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### (E) 30 mins Polymer attachment with TCEP

<p>| | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C 1s 282.2</td>
<td>282.27</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>49.26</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>49.26</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 1s 283.4</td>
<td>283.68</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>28.41</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>28.41</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 1s 280.7</td>
<td>279.86</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 1s 280.8</td>
<td>280.99</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>20.46</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>20.46</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Quantified binding energies for C1s peak at different deposition scenario
4.3.4 GOLD (Au4f) XPS SPECTRA

Figure 4.6 plots Au4f XPS spectra for bare Au and modified Au conditions. The peaks in the Au4f region have an asymmetric peak shape. The Au4f$_{7/2}$ peak is the most meaningful binding energy reference (Au4f$_{7/2}$ at around 84.00eV) [161]. The spectrum (Figure 4.6(A)) of bare gold surface displays the expected peaks, including those at binding energies of 84.2 eV attributed to Au4f$_{7/2}$. The intensity of the bare gold for Au4f$_{7/2}$ is close to 6.6×10$^5$ a.u. The gold signal attenuation, observed at three conditions, plotted in Figure 4.6 (B - D) with intensities of 5.9×10$^5$, 5×10$^4$ and 5.7×10$^5$ a.u. respectively is due to the covering of the Au surface by the PNIPAM overlayer. As expected, the condition where PNIPAM is deposited on Au for 20s shows nearly 13-fold signal attenuation.
Au4f Intensity vs binding energy fitted data are quantified and tabulated in Table 4.7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BE [eV]</th>
<th>FWHM [eV]</th>
<th>RSF</th>
<th>Atomic conc. [%]</th>
<th>Error [%]</th>
<th>Mass conc. [%]</th>
<th>Error [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Au 4f 84.2</td>
<td>84.70</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>34.82</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>34.82</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au 4f 80.3</td>
<td>80.36</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>14.37</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>14.37</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au 4f 83.6</td>
<td>83.60</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>26.95</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>26.95</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au 4f 81.1</td>
<td>81.10</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>12.75</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>12.75</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au 4f 79.6</td>
<td>79.55</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.7: Quantified binding energies for Au4f peak at different deposition scenario

| Au 4f 80.0 | 79.97 | 0.60 | 6.25 | 3.76 | 0.12 | 3.76 | 0.12 |
| Au 4f 81.9 | 81.90 | 0.80 | 6.25 | 1.47 | 0.13 | 1.47 | 0.13 |

(B) 20 s Polymer attachment without TCEP

| Au 4f 80.7 | 80.75 | 1.12 | 6.25 | 21.64 | 0.14 | 21.64 | 0.14 |
| Au 4f 84.4 | 84.43 | 1.64 | 6.25 | 32.69 | 0.17 | 32.69 | 0.17 |
| Au 4f 81.6 | 81.59 | 1.00 | 6.25 | 10.86 | 0.11 | 10.86 | 0.11 |
| Au 4f 79.8 | 79.80 | 0.91 | 6.25 | 11.20 | 0.11 | 11.20 | 0.11 |
| Au 4f 85.5 | 85.50 | 1.20 | 6.25 | 8.34 | 0.13 | 8.34 | 0.13 |
| Au 4f 83.1 | 83.24 | 1.60 | 6.25 | 11.58 | 0.16 | 11.58 | 0.16 |
| Au 4f 80.3 | 80.30 | 0.60 | 6.25 | 2.15 | 0.08 | 2.15 | 0.08 |
| Au 4f 82.3 | 82.30 | 0.80 | 6.25 | 1.53 | 0.09 | 1.53 | 0.09 |

(C) 20 s Polymer attachment with TCEP

| Au 4f 82.5 | 81.28 | 1.22 | 6.25 | 10.17 | 0.16 | 10.17 | 0.16 |
| Au 4f 86.3 | 86.87 | 1.66 | 6.25 | 20.19 | 0.22 | 20.19 | 0.22 |
| Au 4f 82.6 | 82.37 | 1.59 | 6.25 | 30.43 | 0.23 | 30.43 | 0.23 |
| Au 4f 85.5 | 85.50 | 1.80 | 6.25 | 22.08 | 0.23 | 22.08 | 0.23 |
| Au 4f 83.5 | 83.46 | 1.40 | 6.25 | 13.79 | 0.19 | 13.79 | 0.19 |
| Au 4f 86.1 | 86.10 | 1.00 | 6.25 | 1.52 | 0.17 | 1.52 | 0.17 |
| Au 4f 84.4 | 84.40 | 1.20 | 6.25 | 1.81 | 0.17 | 1.81 | 0.17 |

(D) 30 mins Polymer attachment without TCEP

| Au 4f 84.1 | 84.81 | 1.45 | 6.25 | 26.71 | 0.23 | 26.71 | 0.23 |
| Au 4f 83.8 | 83.73 | 1.60 | 6.25 | 37.94 | 0.25 | 37.94 | 0.25 |
| Au 4f 80.3 | 81.06 | 0.93 | 6.25 | 8.72 | 0.18 | 8.72 | 0.18 |
| Au 4f 80.2 | 80.12 | 1.35 | 6.25 | 26.63 | 0.24 | 26.63 | 0.24 |

(E) 30 mins Polymer attachment with TCEP

| Au 4f 84.1 | 83.83 | 1.43 | 6.25 | 37.55 | 0.24 | 37.55 | 0.24 |
| Au 4f 80.3 | 80.84 | 1.19 | 6.25 | 18.27 | 0.22 | 18.27 | 0.22 |
| Au 4f 80.0 | 80.00 | 1.20 | 6.25 | 22.87 | 0.22 | 22.87 | 0.22 |
| Au 4f 84.7 | 84.79 | 1.20 | 6.25 | 21.32 | 0.21 | 21.32 | 0.21 |
CHAPTER 5: ELECTRODE SURFACE COVERAGE CHARACTERIZATION

5.1 OVERVIEW

PNIPAM shows a temperature-dependent single-chain elasticity when the temperature is increased across the LCST. Such conformation changes originate from the presence/absence of the H-bond donors on the side groups. Containing both H-bond donor and acceptor, the PNIPAM chain is more hydrated at room temperature and will have a larger change in both conformation and hydration upon heating. The chain length reliance of the single chain formation, in this way, not the entire story, yet the interchain progress isn't autonomous of the single chain progress. The compliances framed by the single chain progress will influence conglomereration of various chains and along these lines the universal LCST.

Literatures suggest the coil to-globule formation of PNIPAM chain aided by hydration phenomenon of the polymer [162]. At the point when single chains in water are contemplated by means of atomic elements, the general change in the quantity of hydrogen bonds above and beneath the LCST is irrelevant. But an adjustment in the structure of the water molecules in the first hydration sphere is seen with the beginning of the change with diminishing solvation of the polymer observed beyond the LCST [163]. A shrink in the hydrogen bonding among PNIPAM and water is found just as an expansion in intrachain hydrogen bonds when the collapsed state is contrasted with the extended state [164].

Below the LCST, a few contacts including hydrophobic interactions develop between the chains of the isotactic-rich PNIPAM during the equilibrium phase and the inter-chain contacts persevere throughout the chain. Significant number of hydrophobic contacts is identified for the
atactic stereoisomer. Furthermore, the interaction between oxygen and nitrogen atoms show the same difference between stereoisomers. It is important that the N–O contacts are less probable compared to hydrophobic interactions, regardless of stereochemistry. The result of polar interactions is clarified by the hydration of the amide moiety, anticipating relationship of polar gatherings at 283 K [165].

The radiation of gyration of 20-mer PNIPAM does not show significant phase transition when the temperature was switched to higher than LCST and the value is comparable to temperature lower than LCST. Similar kind of results were found for the 40-mer and the 60-mer at temperatures over the phase transition i.e. LCST. Furthermore, at temperatures below the LCST, no uncommon increment in the span of gyration was watched and no unfurling of the chain happened for both 40-mer and 60-mer PNIPAM.

Longer polymer chains comprising of 100 to 400 monomers performed better in terms of change in radiation of gyration when temperature varied compared to shorter polymer chains i.e. 20 to 60-mer. There is a huge drop in the radius of gyration for all chain lengths between the temperatures 180 and 200 K. At temperatures after the drop, the range of gyration does not increment as fast for longer chains with respect to shorter. Just the 100-mer unfolds fundamentally, and not as much as the 40 or 60-mer chains [166]. 100-mer polymer chain was primarily chosen for better stimuli response.

It is evident that, following the initial reduction with NaBH₄ and subsequent purification via dialysis, polymeric disulfides, namely, PNIPAM-S-S-PNIPAM, are formed. However, coupling
can be easily reversed by the addition of a weak reducing agent. The molecular weight distributions for the coupled PNIPAM at several different time intervals following the addition of TCEP is different [167]. The cleavage of the trithiocarbonate with a strong reducing agent, in this case, NaBH₄, can form a mixture of polymeric thiols and disulfides but in the presence of tris(2-carboxyethyl) phosphine HCl (TCEP), the conjugation of Au to the pure polymeric thiol would be easier. TCEP effectively eliminates the formation of polymeric disulfides and thus allows for the desired addition of the free polymeric thiol across the Au.

5.2 TP BASED ELECTROCHEMICAL SENSOR PREPARATION

BASI MF-2114 Au electrodes were used for the TP based electrochemical sensor. The circular Au electrode has 3 mm in diameter. As electrodes were reused for multiple experiments, they were first immersed in 4.5% NH₄OH, 1.5% H₂O₂ and 94% DI water mixture while stirring the solution with a magnetic stirrer for at least 12 hours. Afterward, the electrodes were polished in polycrystalline diamond suspended solution on a micro cloth. The polished electrodes were sonicated in ultra-sonication bath for 10 mins to ensure surface contaminant removal. The steps are shown in Figure 5.1. After drying, the electrode was used in two electrode cyclic voltammetry setup. The electrolyte was 0.5M H₂SO₄ and CV scan rate was chosen as 300mV/s. Cyclic voltammetry ensures the activation of available of Au surface. The initial CV scan ranged from -0.3 V to 1.70 V (Figure: 5.2(A)) and final scan ranged from 0 V to 1.70 V (Fig: 5.2(B)). Both scans were repeated 20 times. After CV, the Au electrode was sonicated in ultra-sonication bath firstly in 100% ethanol and finally in DI water. The sonication duration was 10 minutes for each step. After the sonication steps, the electrode was dried and ready for polymer deposition.
Figure 5.1: Electrochemical sensor preparation

Figure 5.2: Cyclic Voltammetric cleaning cycle in 1M H₂SO₄
5.3 TP ATTACHMENT TO AU ELECTRODE

A desired concentration of Lyophilized PNIPAM powder was mixed in DI water with or without TCEP depending on the experiment criteria. The mixture was slowly stirred with magnetic stir bar until the powder was fully dissolved. The mixture was kept in a sealed container for at least three weeks to ensure the untangling process of the PNIPAM chain. Afterward, the polymers are ready to be attached to Au electrode. During the attachment, the magnetic stir bar was used with low RPM. After attachment, the electrode was cleaned with THF and DI water to ensure that unattached or loosely absorbed polymer on surface was washed away. After the electrode was dried, it was tested with a potentiostat in a 3-electrode electrochemical cell at room temperature.

Figure 5.3: Polymer attachment and electrochemical characterization process
This chapter discusses the electrochemical characteristic of an Au surface after depositing of 100-mer PNIPAM with and without TCEP. PNIPAM with different molecular weight, namely, 50, 200, 500-mer are also tested however due to the tangling issue, a 100-mer PNIPAM is chosen for polymeric sensing platform. A modified Au electrode after TP attachment is illustrated in the Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Partial Polymer deposition on Au surface

5.4 40 mg/L 100 MER PNIPAM WITHOUT TCEP

The initial concentration was chosen to be 40 mg/L for the electrochemical experiment for the 100-mer non-templated PNIPAM. Figure 5.5 and 5.6 show the cyclic voltammetry and the EIS plot, respectively. The polymer solution was made without TCEP and gradually deposited on the Au surface. The CV current peaks are gradually decreased with increasing polymer attachment as expected. More polymer chains block the Au surface and resisted the electron transfer process between 5 mM Ferro-/ferri Cyanide and the Au electrode. The EIS plot also suggest the increment of surface impedance with higher polymer attachment. These results suggest that the PNIPAM
chain can be attached to the Au electrode without a reducing agent such as TCEP. However, the majority of this attachment is physisorption rather than chemisorption as XPS results suggested earlier.

Figure 5.5: CV curve (scan rate: 100mV) for 100 mer 40 mg PNIPAM (without TCEP) attached to Au electrode

Figure 5.6: EIS curve for 100 mer 40 mg PNIPAM (without TCEP) attached to Au electrode
5.5  40 mg/L 100 MER PNIPAM WITH TCEP

Figure 5.7 and 5.8 show the cyclic voltammetry and the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy plots, respectively for 40 mg/L 100-mer PNIPAM with TCEP. The ratio PNIPAM:TCEP is approximately 1:0.85. The CV current peaks decreased with increasing polymer deposition. The EIS plot also shows an increase in impedance. An important observation is that the diffusion tail of EIS plot starts to disappear at around 40s of deposition time. This suggests that the Au surface is fully covered with PNIPAM well before 40s. The gradual increase of the impedance shows a linear trend compared to that without TCEP. Furthermore, there is a higher percentage of chemisorption as suggested by the XPS data. The 40 mg/L PNIPAM in water is extremely high concentration for achieving controlled deposition and therefore there is a significant portion of tangled polymers attached to the electrode.

![Cyclic Voltammetry](image)

Figure 5.7: CV curve (scan rate: 100mV) for 100 mer 40 mg PNIPAM (with TCEP) attached to Au electrode
Figure 5.8: EIS curve for 100 mer 40 mg/L PNIPAM (with TCEP) attached to Au electrode

5.6 0.5 mg/L and 0.05 mg/L 100 MER PNIPAM WITH TCEP

Figure 5.9 shows the EIS plot of 0.5 mg/L 100 mer PNIPAM with TCEP after attachment to the Au electrode with varying deposition time. It can be clearly seen that the deposition is more controlled compared to the 40 mg/L concentration since a diffusion tail is still visible even after 30mins. All the EIS curve can be fitted to the following modified Randle’s circuit as shown in Figure 5.10.
Figure 5.9: EIS curve for 100 mer 0.5 mg PNIPAM (with TCEP) attached to Au electrode

Figure 5.10: Equivalent Randle’s circuit model for EIS plot shown in figure 5.5

The charge transfer resistance, $R_{ct}$, which describes the electron transfer from one phase (e.g. electrode) to another (e.g. liquid), can be calculated from the circuit parameters. The value of $R_{ct}$ can be used to calculate the surface coverage, $\theta(t)$, of PNIPAM attachment to the Au electrode.

Surface Coverage, $\theta(t) = \left[ 1 - \frac{R_{ct, gold (t=0)}}{R_{ct, polymer (t)}} \right] \times 100$
Where, $R_{ct, \text{ gold } (t=0)}$ = Charge transfer resistance of Blank Au electrode

$R_{ct, \text{ polymer } (t)}$ = Charge transfer resistance of polymer attached Au electrode at time t

Table 5.1 shows the calculated surface coverage for different deposition time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deposition Time (s)</th>
<th>Charge Transfer Resistance, $R_{ct}$ (ohm)</th>
<th>Electrolyte Resistance, $R_s$ (ohm)</th>
<th>CPE, Q (µF.s$^{-n}$)</th>
<th>Warburg Element, W (ohm. s$^{-0.5}$)</th>
<th>Surface Coverage $\theta(t)$ in %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 (Bare Au)</td>
<td>40.63</td>
<td>84.33</td>
<td>440.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>99.42</td>
<td>83.47</td>
<td>4.662</td>
<td>432.7</td>
<td>59.13297123 ± 2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>115.1</td>
<td>86.97</td>
<td>6.46</td>
<td>462.9</td>
<td>64.70026064 ± 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>165.2</td>
<td>86.72</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>489.3</td>
<td>75.40556901 ± 3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>196.5</td>
<td>83.35</td>
<td>4.214</td>
<td>484.1</td>
<td>79.32315522 ± 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480</td>
<td>237.3</td>
<td>85.04</td>
<td>3.905</td>
<td>486.5</td>
<td>82.87821323 ± 3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>960</td>
<td>279.5</td>
<td>85.77</td>
<td>3.402</td>
<td>485.5</td>
<td>85.46332737 ±3.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>304.2</td>
<td>85.73</td>
<td>3.629</td>
<td>486.4</td>
<td>86.64365549 ±3.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Surface Coverage for 0.5 mg/L PNIPAM with other circuit elements

From the Table 5.1, it can be said that nearly 60% surface coverage is achieved within a minute of polymer deposition as charge transfer resistance is increased significantly compared to the Bare Au. To see the change in the deposition rate and the surface coverage, the polymer solution is diluted 10 times to 0.05mg/L and then deposited gradually to the Au electrode. The EIS plot for the 0.05 mg/L polymer deposition is shown in Figure 5.11.
Table 5.2 presents the charge transfer resistance along with the gold surface coverage for 0.05 mg/L polymer attached gold surface. As expected, the surface coverage shows a decreased value compared to the previous 0.5 mg/L deposition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deposition Time (s)</th>
<th>Charge Transfer Resistance, $R_{ct}$ (ohm)</th>
<th>Electrolyte Resistance, $R_{e}$ (ohm)</th>
<th>CPE, $Q$ (µF·s$^{n-1}$)</th>
<th>Warburg Element, $W$ (ohm·s$^{-0.5}$)</th>
<th>Surface Coverage $\theta(t)$ in %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 (Bare Au)</td>
<td>40.63</td>
<td>84.33</td>
<td>10.03</td>
<td>440.1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>78.63</td>
<td>83.71</td>
<td>6.307</td>
<td>438.1</td>
<td>48.32761033 ± 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>106.4</td>
<td>86.53</td>
<td>5.607</td>
<td>493.3</td>
<td>61.81390977 ± 2.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>115.3</td>
<td>86.52</td>
<td>4.661</td>
<td>495.6</td>
<td>64.76149176 ± 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>87.61</td>
<td>5.165</td>
<td>496.8</td>
<td>67.75396825 ± 3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480</td>
<td>135.6</td>
<td>88.98</td>
<td>4.581</td>
<td>508.1</td>
<td>70.03687316 ± 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>960</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>89.37</td>
<td>4.523</td>
<td>512.2</td>
<td>73.95512821 ± 3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>185.1</td>
<td>83.24</td>
<td>4.242</td>
<td>485.1</td>
<td>78.04970286 ± 3.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Surface Coverage for 0.05 mg/L PNIPAM with other circuit elements
From the EIS plot another important information, i.e. the impedance dependency on frequency can be extracted. Figure 5.12 and 5.13 plot $|Z|$ vs f and – Phase(Z) vs f for 0.5 mg/L and 0.05 mg/L PNIPAM deposition on Au respectively. The impedance value is much higher at low frequency region (1Hz ~ 100Hz) compared to high frequency ranges.

Figure 5.12: (a) $|Z|$ vs f curve and (b) - Phase(z) vs f curve for 100 mer 0.5 mg PNIPAM (with TCEP) attached to Au electrode

Figure 5.13: (a) $|Z|$ vs f curve and (b) - Phase(z) vs f curve for 100 mer 0.05 mg PNIPAM (with TCEP) attached to Au electrode
With gradual deposition for both polymer concentrations, the impedance shows a linear trend for both cases. The phase change due to frequency can be categorized into three regions: low frequency (1 ~ 100 Hz), mid frequency (100 ~ 10KHz) and high frequency (beyond 10 KHz) ranges. In the high frequency range, the plot is dominated by capacitive like elements, such as the polymer layer Constant Phase Element (Q). This is clear from the steady change in total impedance with frequency, and a correspondingly low phase value in Figures 5.12(a) and 5.13(b) (close to 0', the phase response of a capacitor). Here, the impedance of the polymer CPE is less than that of the polymer resistance, and the resistor is effectively bypassed. Mid-frequency range depicts the resistive plateau, where the magnitude of the total impedance is varying nominally with frequency.

Here, the polymeric resistive path \((R_{ct}+W)\) is the predominant factor in the impedance response, as the CPE is effectively shut off and the interfacial capacitance is still relatively small. The parallel combination of the polymeric resistive path \((R_{ct}+W)\) and CPE gives rise to the characteristic semicircle seen in both Figure 5.9 and 5.11 Nyquist plots. Finally, the low frequency zone is the capacitive regime where the impedance is frequency dependent. The magnitude of the impedance increases due to the interfacial capacitance which models the processes such as the formation of the double layer capacitance at the electrode-polymer interface. This capacitance manifests itself in the Nyquist plot as a straight line at the end of the partial semicircle.
5.4 LANGMUIR-FREUNDLICH ISOTHERM

The PNIPAM surface coverages for the 0.5 mg/L and 0.05 mg/L polymer concentrations are compared in Figure 5.11. Both curves fit well with the Langmuir Freundlich isotherm which can be expressed as **Langmuir-Freundlich isotherm**, \( \theta(t) = \frac{\theta_{sat} + k t^n}{1 + (k t^n)} \)

where, \( \theta(t) \) is the surface coverage (%), \( \theta_{sat} \) is the maximum surface coverage (%), \( K \) is the affinity constant for binding (L/mg), \( n \) is the index of heterogeneity.

![Figure 5.14: Surface Coverage for diluted PNIPAM (0.5 mg/L and 0.05 mg/L)](image)

The Langmuir Freundlich isotherm is sometimes also referred to as the Sips equation [168]. It describes a specific relationship between the equilibrium concentration of bound polymer (\( \theta \)) with respect to time (t) in a heterogeneous system with three fitting coefficients, \( \theta_{sat} \), \( K \) and \( n \). \( K \), the
affinity constant for adsorption (L/mg) is related to median binding affinity ($K_0$) via $K_0 = K^n$ [169]. $n$ is the heterogeneity index, which varies from 0 to 1. For a perfect homogeneous material, $n = 1$. When $n < 1$, the material is heterogeneous. In contrast to the heterogeneous Freundlich isotherm, the Langmuir Freundlich isotherm model has the advantage that it does not require an independent measure of the total number of binding sites ($\theta_{sat}$), which is often impossible to measure in heterogeneous TPs. Figure 5.12 shows the Langmuir-Freundlich isotherm model fitted curve for impedance vs various deposition time and also shows that the goodness of fit is excellent ($R^2 = 0.99$).

![Graph of |Z| vs deposition time (at 1 Hz) for diluted PNIPAM (0.5 mg/L and 0.05 mg/L)](image)

Figure 5.15: $|Z|$ vs deposition time (at 1 Hz) for diluted PNIPAM (0.5 mg/L and 0.05 mg/L)

For Figure 5.15, the modified Langmuir-Freundlich isotherm can be written as

$$|Z| = \frac{|Z_{sat}| + k \cdot t^n}{1 + (k \cdot t^n)}$$

where $|Z|$ is the surface impedance, $|Z_{sat}|$ is the maximum surface impedance,
K is the affinity constant for adsorption (L/mg), n is the index of heterogeneity.

The Langmuir-Freundlich isotherm has been effective in displaying the adsorption characteristics of numerous heterogeneous frameworks, including gas adsorption onto surfaces [170], [171], ligand proclivity to polyclonal antibodies [172], and adsorption of metal particles to ecological samples [173].

5.5 APPARENT RATE CONSTANT

The estimation of the heterogeneous electron transfer rate constant is of critical importance when it comes to analyzing binding characteristics. The rate constant indicates the electron movement between an electroactive species and the electrode surface, regardless of whether the electrode material decides the general rate of the electrochemical response and could even be utilized to assess the allotrope of the material being referred to. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) is a technique which can quantify $k_0$ values for charge transfer reactions and the charge transfer resistance, $R_{CT}$ reflects the charge transfer kinetics at the solution-electrode interface is related to the faradic current by the following expression:

$$R_{ct} = \frac{RT}{nFAI_0}$$

where,

$$I_0 = nFAK_{app}C$$

$R_{ct} = $ Charge Transfer Resistance

$R = $ Universal Gas Constant

$T = $ Temperature in Kelvin
I₀ = Exchange Current Density

n = Number of Electron Transfer

C = Concentration of analyte or redox element

A = Geometrical Area

All the above mentioned expressions [174], [175] are really important for calculating rate constant. The apparent rate constant Kapp can be expressed as

\[ K_{app} = \frac{R T}{n F^2 C A R_{ct}} \] [176]

For calculation of Kapp, the following constant parameters have been used:

Universal Gas Constant, \( R = 8.314 \text{ J/K.mol} \)

Faraday’s Constant, \( F = 96485.33 \text{ s.A/mol} \)

Room temperature in kelvin, \( T = 298 \text{K} \)

Number of electron transfer, \( n = 1 \)

Concentration of ferro-/ferri cyanide solution, \( C = 5 \text{ mM} = 0.00005 \text{ mol/cm}^3 \)

Au electrode surface area, \( A = 0.0701 \text{cm}^2 \)

The apparent rate constants for both 0.5 mg/L and 0.05 mg/L PNIPAM deposition on gold electrode is shown in Table 5.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>Kapp (0.5mg/L) cms⁻¹</th>
<th>Kapp (0.05mg/L) cms⁻¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01869 ± 0.001308</td>
<td>0.01869 ± 0.013457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.00764 ± 0.000535</td>
<td>0.00966 ± 0.006955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.00666 ± 0.000462</td>
<td>0.00714 ± 0.005141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.0046 ± 0.000322</td>
<td>0.00659 ± 0.004745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>0.00386 ± 0.00027</td>
<td>0.00603 ± 0.004342</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.3: Calculated apparent rate constant for both 0.5mg/L and 0.05mg/L cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>y0</th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>t1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>t2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>480</td>
<td>0.0032 ± 0.000224</td>
<td>0.0056 ± 0.004032</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>960</td>
<td>0.00272 ± 0.00019</td>
<td>0.00487 ± 0.003506</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>0.0025 ± 0.000175</td>
<td>0.0041 ± 0.002952</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.13 plots the apparent rate constants for both 0.5 mg/L and 0.05 mg/L of PNIPAM concentration when deposited on a gold electrode. Both curves were fitted ($R^2 = 0.99$) with a second order exponential decay function, $y = A_1e^{(-x/t_1)} + A_2e^{(-x/t_2)} + y_0$

For 0.5 mg/L deposition,

- $y_0 = 0.00266 ± 2.32505E-4$
- $A_1 = 0.00914 ± 0.003$
- $t_1 = 18.86156 ± 10.48099$
- $A_2 = 0.00461 ± 0.00203$
- $t_2 = 179.01992 ± 93.42105$

For 0.05 mg/L deposition,

- $y_0 = 0.00358 ± 4.52461E-4$
- $A_1 = 0.01197 ± 2.0705E-4$
- $t_1 = 21.43787 ± 0.95444$
- $A_2 = 0.00315 ± 3.76291E-4$
- $t_2 = 1072.27912 ± 351.23399$
Figure 5.16: $K_{app}$ vs deposition time for diluted PNIPAM (0.5 mg/L (blue) and 0.05 mg/L (red))

From the rate constant plot it is evident that the initial (0 ~ 60s) rate constants are similar for both 0.5 mg/L and 0.05 mg/L concentrations and in the mid region (60s ~ 720s) the value of $K_{app}$ for 0.05 mg/L is comparatively larger and after 960s the $K_{app}$ quickly saturates for both cases.
CHAPTER 6: DETECTION OF NITROPHENOL

6.1 OVERVIEW

Nitrophenol isomers usually coexist in natural and ecological samples, which are essential organic compounds in industrial, agricultural and defense applications. These synthetic compounds are frequently utilized as intermediates in the manufacturing of explosives, pharmaceuticals, pesticides, dyes, elastic synthetic concoctions and fungicides and so forth. Phenols-based aromatic nitro compounds are considered anthropogenic toxins, which can cause irreversible harm to animals and plants even at low concentration [177]. Traditional wastewaters and water refinement plants experience issues disposing of these substances, as they require specific treatments with long incubation periods because of their high stability and solubility in water [178]. In addition, 4-NP is a typical intermediate for the generation of analgesics, leather products, colors, and pharmaceuticals. It is additionally perceived as a toxin, which will in general stay in agricultural products, vegetables, organic products, or water sources when utilized as a fixing in composts or pesticides [179], [180].

Therefore, it is essential to develop a fast, selective, sensitive and low-cost sensor to measure the nitrophenol content quantitively in freshwater, wastewater, or marine conditions. Different techniques have been developed to detect phenols in a sample solution, such as chromatography [181], capillary electrophoresis [182], spectrophotometry [183] and electrochemical techniques [184], [185]. However, these techniques each have their very own limitations. For example, Chromatography, capillary electrophoresis and spectrophotometry require a complex and tedious sample pretreatment process. Furthermore, these instruments are costly and a long investigation time are often involved, which make them inappropriate for routine examination.
Electrochemical sensors offer an array of opportunities for performing on-site examination at low cost with quick and reliable outcomes. Unfortunately, there are several challenges that needed to be addressed e.g., interferents, and electrode fouling. Furthermore, if a conventional electrode is utilized as an electrochemical detector or transducer, the overpotential is high and the sensing selectivity is poor [186]. Hence, much effort has been directed at creating a sensor that exhibits high selectivity. Recently, work has been done in electrochemical detection of various nitrophenol species depending on the surface alteration of sensor electrode. Some examples include chitosan–ZnO nano-needles [187] poly(p-aminobenzene sulfonic corrosive) films [188], and graphene oxide particles modified with chitosan and cyclodextrine [189]. A few intriguing investigations on the oxidation and reduction of 4-NP have been reported that utilize electrodes such as modified with nanomaterials, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), ordered mesoporous carbons, glassy carbon electrode (GCE), graphene, fullerene-b-cyclodextrin, poly (methylene blue), silver nanoparticles, and nano porous gold [190]–[197].

Additionally, templated polymers (TPs) are polymeric materials that can be modified to exhibit high selectivity towards target molecules and are generally used in sensing and catalyst platform [198], [199]. Surface alteration of electrodes in electrochemical sensors by immobilization of recognition elements is an effective way to deal with get a high authoritative of target compound with great selectivity. This thesis discusses Reversible Addition-Fragmentation chain Transfer (RAFT) technique to establish highly selective fast polymer-based electrochemical sensing platform. Such platform would enhance the sensitivity as well as the reaction time. Once the templates are completely removed from polymeric chain, the synthetic target receptors are attached onto the gold electrode, forming a flexible continuous brush like monolayer structure.
During analyte detection, when the target (4-Nitrophenol) binds to the synthetic receptor, the conformation of the polymer changes which can be estimated electrochemically.

To enhance the affinity between polymer receptor and 4-nitrophenol, 4-vinylpyridine (4VP) monomer was incorporated [200]. Previous reports suggested that 4VP is a better recognition monomer for 4-nitrophenol format than Methacrylic Acid (MAA). [201], [202]. The non-covalent crosslinks utilized by acid-base can be joined into the TP system to accomplish high binding cavity without a high level of covalent crosslinking. Nakayama's work has demonstrated that it is conceivable to accomplish this with hydrophobic cooperation. A less rigid bond can be made by presenting a sort of electrostatic cooperation between monomers that will enable the TP to be available as a solute in an aqueous domain.
6.1 ELECTROCHEMICAL RESULTS OF 4-NITROPHENOL (4NP) BINDING

Figure 6.1 shows cyclic voltammetry plot for TP (template removed) attached Au electrode and Au electrode after exposure to different concentration of 4NP. The electrochemical measurements were taken in 5 mM ferro-ferri cyanide electrolyte. Polymer attachment was carried out for 2 minutes. Then the polymer attached electrode was exposed to different concentration of 4NP. CV peaks are distinguishable for concentrations higher than 5μM 4NP. The peak values gradually fell due to blockage of charge transfer path from bulk electrolyte solution to gold electrode surface. For analysis, the sensing of 4NP was based on impedimetric technique, also known as EIS. In impedimetric sensing, changes in current, resistance or impedance upon the binding of target species (hybridization) as well as conformational changes of the polymeric receptor can be monitored.

![Figure 6.1: CV curve for 4NP attachment](image-url)
EIS measurements were employed to determine the changes that occurred during the modification of the Au electrode. Figure 6.2 shows the Nyquist plots of $[\text{Fe(CN)}_6]^{3-/4-}$ for the bare Au electrode, TP (template removed) attached Au electrode and modified Au electrode with different 4NP concentrations.

![Nyquist Plot with circuit fitting for 4NP Binding Experiment](image)

Figure 6.2: EIS curve for 4NP attachment

The bare Au electrode shows a small semicircle domain in comparison to the modified Au electrode with TP attached and exposed with 4NP, which is characteristic of a smaller charge transfer resistance ($R_{ct}$). This represents polarization resistance at equilibrium potential, and hence a faster electron transfer [203]. The increased polarization resistance of the TP (template removed) attached Au electrode (purple curve) is possibly due to two factors; the first is due to the blocked path for electron transfer between $[\text{Fe(CN)}_6]^{3-/4-}$ in the electrolyte and Au surface, and the second is due to the negative charges of the polymer backbone which may cause an electrostatic repulsion.
to the negative redox couple \([\text{Fe(CN)}_6^{3-/4-}\) anions. Due to this repulsion force, the anions present in electrolyte face a greater blockage to reach the Au surface. The \(R_{ct}\) values corresponding 4NP exposed TP (template removed) attached Au show a linear increment (orange, magenta, blue, green and red) with respect to increased concentration of 4NP which suggest increasing 4NP molecules are bounded to the polymer backbone.

EIS or Nyquist plots are fitted with modified Randle’s Circuit model shown in Figure 6.3. Circuit parameters are extracted and shown in Table 6.1.

![Figure 6.3: EIS Circuit model to fit Nyquist plot](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Electrolyte Resistance, (R_s) ((\Omega))</th>
<th>Charge Transfer Resistance, (R_{ct}) ((\Omega))</th>
<th>CPE, Q ((\mu)F.s(^n)-1)</th>
<th>Warburg Element, W ((\Omega). s(^{-0.5}))</th>
<th>Exponent, (n_1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bare Au</td>
<td>84.33 ± 4.2165</td>
<td>40.63 ± 1.82835</td>
<td>10.03±0.1</td>
<td>440.1±0.9</td>
<td>0.8697±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 µM 4NP</td>
<td>86.7±0.2</td>
<td>165.2±0.7</td>
<td>4.1±0.2</td>
<td>489±1.2</td>
<td>0.87±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 µM 4NP</td>
<td>86.9±0.2</td>
<td>180.5±0.6</td>
<td>3.6±0.2</td>
<td>453±1.0</td>
<td>0.90±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 µM 4NP</td>
<td>88.7±0.2</td>
<td>219.6±0.7</td>
<td>4.1±0.2</td>
<td>464±1.3</td>
<td>0.86±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 µM 4NP</td>
<td>86.1±0.2</td>
<td>275.4±0.7</td>
<td>4.4±0.1</td>
<td>479±1.4</td>
<td>0.86±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 µM 4NP</td>
<td>87.0±0.2</td>
<td>333.2±0.7</td>
<td>4.7±0.1</td>
<td>487±1.6</td>
<td>0.86±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 µM 4NP</td>
<td>88.9±0.2</td>
<td>391.6±0.7</td>
<td>5.5±0.1</td>
<td>506±1.7</td>
<td>0.84±0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Equivalent circuit parameters for TP attachment and 4NP binding
Figure 6.4: (a) $|Z|$ vs f curve and (b) Phase($Z$) vs f curve for 4NP attachment

(c) Linear increment of $|Z|$.

Figure 6.4 (a) and (b) show the change in impedance magnitude and phase respectively after TP (template removed) attachment and 4NP exposure. The impedance magnitudes gradually increase upon TP attachment and with increasing 4NP exposure. The plot of Figure 6.4 (c) shows the linear increment trend ($R^2=0.97$) in terms of $|Z|$. In the phase plot in Figure 6.4 (b), the phases at the lowest frequency, i.e. 1 Hz shows the phases are in between -17° and -23° for the polymer.
attached gold surface and after 4NP exposure. The phase angle is resistive (~0°) at high frequencies (~10^5 Hz), then changes to significant negative values when the impedance becomes partially capacitive at medium frequencies (~10^3 Hz) and becomes again partially resistive at low frequencies. The phase drops from -23° (template removed polymer attached surface) to -17° (highest concentration of 4NP exposed to polymer attached surface) suggest template binding.

6.3 SELECTIVITY CHARACTERIZATION

To characterize the receptor’s selectivity, the sensor was exposed to 3NP, an isomer of 4NP. Figure 6.5 and 6.6 show CV and EIS plot for TP attached and modified electrode after 3 NP exposure, respectively. The CV peaks show a continuous increment with 3NP exposure though the trend is not linear. On the other hand, the Nyquist plot shows a decrement in impedance. Interestingly, 3NP exposed electrode shows comparatively shorter diffusion tail compared to 4NP exposed electrode that suggests much less 3NP is binding with the polymer network and thus conformational change is minimal.

Figure 6.5: CV curve for 3NP attachment
Figure 6.6: EIS curve for 3NP attachment

The parameters of EIS plot in Figure 6.6 can be fitted to the circuit shown in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.7: EIS Circuit model to fit Nyquist plot

Table 6.2 shows the circuit parameters for the circuit fitting model 3NP sensing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Electrolyte Resistance, $R_s$ (ohm)</th>
<th>Charge Transfer Resistance, $R_{ct}$ (ohm)</th>
<th>CPE, $Q$ ($\mu$F. s$^{n_1}$)</th>
<th>Warburg Element, $W$ (ohm. s$^{-0.5}$)</th>
<th>Exponent, $n_1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bare Au</td>
<td>84.33 ± 7.5897</td>
<td>165.2±0.7</td>
<td>4.1±0.2</td>
<td>489±1.2</td>
<td>0.87±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 µM 3NP</td>
<td>86.7±0.2</td>
<td>163.3±0.8</td>
<td>4.9±0.3</td>
<td>536±1.3</td>
<td>0.87±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 µM 3NP</td>
<td>87.3±0.2</td>
<td>152.8±0.8</td>
<td>4.9±0.3</td>
<td>543±1.3</td>
<td>0.87±0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.2: Equivalent circuit parameters for TP attachment and 3NP binding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concentration (µM)</th>
<th>Rct (Ω)</th>
<th>Z (Ω)</th>
<th>C (µF)</th>
<th>L (µH)</th>
<th>G (S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 µM 3NP</td>
<td>87.0±0.2</td>
<td>154.5±0.8</td>
<td>5.0±0.3</td>
<td>537±1.3</td>
<td>0.87±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 µM 3NP</td>
<td>87.3±0.2</td>
<td>149.3±0.8</td>
<td>4.9±0.3</td>
<td>546±1.3</td>
<td>0.87±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 µM 3NP</td>
<td>87.1±0.2</td>
<td>147.3±0.8</td>
<td>5.0±0.3</td>
<td>544±1.2</td>
<td>0.87±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 µM 3NP</td>
<td>86.9±0.2</td>
<td>165.2±0.7</td>
<td>4.1±0.2</td>
<td>489±1.2</td>
<td>0.87±0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The change in $R_{ct}$ from 0 µM to 20 µM in the case of 3NP is not significant compared to the 4NP binding case.

Figure 6.8: (a) $|Z|$ vs $f$ curve and (b) Phase($Z$) vs $f$ curve for 3NP attachment

Figure 6.8 (A) and (B) plots the magnitude and the phase spectra of the modified electrode after polymer attachment and 3NP exposure respectively. The impedance magnitudes are quite packed in between 480 and 520 ohms at 1Hz frequency compared to 4NP sensing. Such high impedance values indicate poor conductivity i.e. low binding affinity.
6.4 SENSOR SELECTIVITY

Figure 6.9 illustrates the non-specific adsorption phenomenon for both analyte, 4NP and 3NP. For the proposed system, the Rct value is similar for Bare Au electrode, after 4NP and 3NP exposed electrodes which suggest negligible non-specific adsorption for short exposure time.

![Graph showing Rct values for Bare, 4NP exposed, and 3NP exposed electrodes](image)

**Figure 6.9:** Nonspecific absorption for 4NP and 3NP

Figure 6.10 illustrates the electroactive nature of 4NP. The experiment was performed in 1X PBS and hence no redox element was present.
The sensing calibration curve is found plotting the association constant from charge transfer resistance, $K_a = \left| \frac{R_{ct,\text{nm}} - R_{ct,0\mu\text{M}}}{R_{ct,0\mu\text{M}}} \right|$ vs concentration of 4NP and 3NP. Here, $R_{ct,\text{nm}}$ is the charge transfer resistance calculated from the equivalent circuit in Figure 6.7 upon nitrophenol exposure to modified electrode. $R_{ct,0\mu\text{M}}$ is the charge transfer resistance after TP attachment to the Au electrode. The increasing value of $K_a$ indicates that more template is bounded to the polymer from the initial condition. Figure 6.11 plots both calibration curves for 4NP and 3NP sensing results. Clearly, the slope of 4NP binding calibration curve shows steeper response compared to 3NP binding system which suggests the template 4NP binds better than 3NP.
In Figure 6.12, the apparent rate constants for 4NP and 3NP are plotted. In case of 4NP binding, the apparent rate constant decreases with the increasing 4NP concentration which suggests more blockage of electron transfer between the bulk electrolyte solution and gold electrode surface.
CHAPTER 7: DETECTION OF GLUTAMATE

7.1 OVERVIEW

Glutamate is an amino acid which exists in principle part of numerous proteins and peptides and a key neurotransmitter in the central nervous system. Glutamate is produced in the body, utilized in the biosynthesis of proteins and assumes a fundamental job in human digestion. It is a vital excitatory neural signal in the human brain. It also plays a critical role in many neurological disorders such as Parkinson's, Schizophrenia, and Alzheimer's disease [204]. Glutamate released or absorbed at excitatory synapses are essential to many aspects of normal brain functioning. Extracellular glutamate in the synaptic cleft can prompt over the top calcium passage, which is the fundamental driver of neuronal damage such as stroke and cerebral hypoxia/ischemia [205].

Enzyme based electrochemical detection is a typical detection approach for non-electroactive nature of certain analyte like glutamate. However, enzyme-based biosensors can be costly because of the manufacturing cost and faces chemical degradation over the time results lack of stability. As a result, more straightforward techniques for example, non-enzymatic biosensors have been considered recently.

Because of the fast reaction time, compactness, real-time quantitative analysis capability, electrochemical sensing is a popular method for detecting glutamate when compared with other sensing mechanisms, for example, spectrophotometric, chromatographic, fluorescence, and slim electrophoresis procedures. Accomplishing a quick and sensitive detection of glutamate using of novel nanomaterial-based sensor has been the subject a subject of research in recent years [206].
Voltammetric sensor depends on the analyte's redox activity, if other interfering redox active chemical species present in electrolyte solution then it might be difficult to distinguish between signal due to analyte and interfering species. One effective approach is to use molecular imprinted polymer for improving the target selectivity [188]. Molecularly imprinted polymers based biosensing platforms have been utilized for various chemical species. The imprinting of biomolecules including pharmaceuticals, pesticides, amino acids, peptides, nucleotide bases, steroids and even metals and different particles have shown to support the specific association in the imprinting network. Generally, molecularly imprinted polymers were based on highly crosslinked polymer matrix with molecular cavities that serve as target receptors. In this system, the analyte must infiltrate through the polymer layer to access the binding sites. Moreover, highly crosslinked polymer-based receptors in general are rigid, further hindering the binding and release of the target molecule.
7.2 N-METHYL-GLUTAMATE SENSING

The electrode preparation and electrochemical measurement for N-Methyl-Glutamate is like the 4NP sensing experiment as discussed in earlier chapters. The template removed TP was first attached to the electrode and then was exposed to different concentrations of N-Methyl-Glutamate. A distinguishable increment in the $R_{ct}$ was observed with increasing N-Methyl-Glutamate concentration. A Nyquist plot for the EIS measurements to different concentrations of N-Methyl-Glutamate along with TP attachment is displayed in Figure 7.1. The plot suggests that there is a correlation between N-Methyl-Glutamate concentrations and the $R_{ct}$ values. The diffusion tail in the curve is nearly vanished around after 300nM of N Methyl Glutamate was exposed to the sensor. This proportional increment in $R_{ct}$ suggests that the proposed framework can quantitatively detect target analyte, in this case, N-Methyl-Glutamate.

![Nyquist curve for N-Methyl-Glutamate attachment](image)

Figure 7.1: Nyquist curve for N-Methyl-Glutamate attachment
The Nyquist plot data is fitted with modified Randle’s circuit shown in Figure 7.2 which is similar earlier mentioned circuit. Table 7.1 presents the important circuit parameters extracted from the EIS circuit fit.

![Equivalent Circuit for N-Methyl-Glutamate attachment](image)

Figure 7.2: Equivalent Circuit for N-Methyl-Glutamate attachment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Electrolyte Resistance, $R_s$ (ohm)</th>
<th>Charge Transfer Resistance, $R_{ct}$ (ohm)</th>
<th>CPE, $Q$ (µF.s$^{n-1}$)</th>
<th>Warburg Element, $W$ (ohm. s$^{0.5}$)</th>
<th>Exponent $n_1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bare Au</td>
<td>84.33</td>
<td>40.63 ± 1.665</td>
<td>10.03</td>
<td>440.1±16.943</td>
<td>0.8697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 nM N Methyl Glutamate</td>
<td>86.88</td>
<td>689 ± 28.249</td>
<td>12.63</td>
<td>483.3±18.607</td>
<td>0.8444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 nM N Methyl Glutamate</td>
<td>88.45</td>
<td>881.1 ± 36.125</td>
<td>14.03</td>
<td>478.3±18.414</td>
<td>0.8382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 nM N Methyl Glutamate</td>
<td>85.71</td>
<td>1043 ± 42.763</td>
<td>11.93</td>
<td>445.8±17.163</td>
<td>0.8402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 nM N Methyl Glutamate</td>
<td>88.86</td>
<td>1268 ± 51.988</td>
<td>11.66</td>
<td>459.2±17.679</td>
<td>0.8429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 nM N Methyl Glutamate</td>
<td>86.25</td>
<td>1383 ± 56.703</td>
<td>11.38</td>
<td>456.6±17.579</td>
<td>0.8386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 nM N Methyl Glutamate</td>
<td>91.33</td>
<td>1600 ± 65.6</td>
<td>10.26</td>
<td>464.9±17.898</td>
<td>0.8324</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Equivalent circuit parameters for TP attachment and N Methyl Glutamate binding

The charge transfer resistance $R_{ct}$ is found to be approximately 689 $\Omega$ for TP attached gold surface and linearly increases with the concentration of N Methyl Glutamate and 1600 $\Omega$ is measured for the highest N Methyl Glutamate concentration exposure. Higher $R_{ct}$ suggest that more Au surface is being blocked and less electron transfer between Au and electrolyte.
Figure 7.3 (A) and (B) display the impedance magnitude and phase plot for the system, respectively. The inset of Figure 7.3 (A) indicates linear increment of impedance magnitude upon polymer attachment and template binding. The lower frequency ($f < 100$ Hz) domain at the magnitude plot shows lower shunt capacitance upon the polymer attachment and further binding of higher concentrations of analyte to the polymer backbone. In the low frequency zone i.e., $1 \sim 100$ Hz, the impedance response is capacitance dominated and beyond $100$ Hz, it is dependent on the resistive parameter.

Figure 7.3: (A) $|Z|$ vs $f$ curve and (B) -Phase($Z$) vs $f$ curve for N Methyl Glutamate attachment

The conformational change (from an extended to a folded state) of the single-chain templated polymer contributes towards the change in phase as shown in Figure 7.3 (B). The maximum angular phase obtained from the phase plot around 60 Hz in the lower frequency domain ($f < 100$ Hz) has proportionally increased upon N Methyl Glutamate binding.
7.3 L GLUTAMIC ACID SENSING

An effective electrochemical sensor should not only be sensitive to the target molecule, but also selective for that species. The selectivity of the TP is surveyed by exposing the N Methyl Glutamate templated polymer to L Glutamic Acid. The EIS data are plotted in Figure 7.4. The data are fitted with the same equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 7.2. Circuit parameters are extracted and tabulated in Table 7.2.

![Figure 7.4: EIS curve for L Glutamic acid attachment](image)

Table 7.2: Equivalent circuit parameters for TP attachment and L Glutamic Acid binding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Electrolyte Resistance, $R_s$ (ohm)</th>
<th>Charge Transfer Resistance, $R_{ct}$ (ohm)</th>
<th>CPE, Q $(\mu F.s^{n-1})$</th>
<th>Warburg Element, $W$ (ohm, $s^{-0.5}$)</th>
<th>Exponent n1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bare Au</td>
<td>84.33</td>
<td>40.63±2.539</td>
<td>10.03</td>
<td>440.1±24.205</td>
<td>0.8697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 nM L Glutamic Acid</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>689±43.062</td>
<td>12.63</td>
<td>483.3±26.581</td>
<td>0.8444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 nM L Glutamic Acid</td>
<td>86.22</td>
<td>723.5±45.218</td>
<td>9.689</td>
<td>471±25.905</td>
<td>0.8394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Glutamic Acid Concentration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 nM</td>
<td>84.31</td>
<td>788.9±49.306</td>
<td>10.36</td>
<td>478.2±26.301</td>
<td>0.8331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 nM</td>
<td>83.34</td>
<td>851.3±53.206</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>478±26.29</td>
<td>0.8245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 nM</td>
<td>89.27</td>
<td>820.5±51.281</td>
<td>12.43</td>
<td>483.2±26.576</td>
<td>0.8463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 nM</td>
<td>86.78</td>
<td>861.6±53.85</td>
<td>13.99</td>
<td>486.1±26.735</td>
<td>0.8381</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The change in $R_{ct}$ shows minimal correlation with L-Glutamic Acid concentrations compared to previously discussed N-Methyl-Glutamic acid sensing experiment.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 7.5:** (a) $|Z|$ vs f curve and (b) -Phase(z) vs f curve for L Glutamic acid attachment

Figure 7.4 (A) and (B) shows the magnitude and phase plot for the L Glutamic Acid selectivity test. It is evident that change in impedance magnitude and phase displacement upon L-Glutamic Acid exposure TP attachment and target exposure is not significant compared to N Methyl Glutamate sensing data. The inset in Figure 7.4 (A) shows that the data points significantly deviate from the linear trend.
7.3 SENSOR SELECTIVITY

Figure 7.6 presents the sensing calibration curves for both N-Methyl-Glutamate (Red dotted line) and L-Glutamic Acid (Blue dotted Line). Both fitted curves show linear trend however the data points for N-Methyl-Glutamate follow a closer linear trend. The R\textsuperscript{2} value for N-Methyl-Glutamate (R\textsuperscript{2} = 0.99) is greater than that of the L-Glutamic-Acid (R\textsuperscript{2} = 0.86). It also tells N Methyl Glutamate binding data has better goodness of fit with the trend line.

\[
\frac{R_{ct}}{R_{ct0}}
\]
gives the ratio between charge transfer resistance after glutamate analog binding and without any bound target.

\[
\frac{R_{ct}}{R_{ct0}} - 1
\]
gives the numerical condition of binding, where 0 means no analyte is bound with the polymer backbone. The value linearly increases with concentration of Glutamate analogs.

![Figure 7.6: Calibration curve for N Methyl Glutamate and L Glutamic acid attachment](image-url)

Figure 7.6: Calibration curve for N Methyl Glutamate and L Glutamic acid attachment
Linear regression parameters for N Methyl Glutamate calibration curve:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equation</th>
<th>( y = a + b \times x )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plot</td>
<td>N Methyl Glutamate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>No Weighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.00876 ± 0.02544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>0.00261 ± 8.40313E-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual Sum of Squares</td>
<td>0.00494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson's r</td>
<td>0.99793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-Square(COD)</td>
<td>0.99586</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Limit of detection for N Methyl Glutamate sensing: 11.06 nM

Table 7.4: Curve fitting parameter for N Methyl Glutamate Sensing

Linear regression parameters for L Glutamic Acid calibration curve:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equation</th>
<th>( y = a + b \times x )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plot</td>
<td>L Glutamic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>No Weighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.01923 ± 0.03016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>5.04416E-4 ± 9.96058E-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual Sum of Squares</td>
<td>0.00694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson's r</td>
<td>0.93009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-Square(COD)</td>
<td>0.86507</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Limit of detection for L Glutamic Acid sensing: 125.91 nM

Table 7.5: Curve fitting parameter for L Glutamic Acid Sensing
Figure 7.7: Calibration curve for N Methyl Glutamate and L Glutamic acid attachment
CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION

This thesis discusses a new single-chain templated copolymer with predominantly noncovalent crosslinks as an alternative to structurally rigid traditional templated copolymers with much higher levels of covalent crosslinking. One of the most important observation was the tangling issues related with polymer backbone. Both homopolymers and copolymers of PNIPAM showed slow tangling with time. Using less concentrated templated polymer promoted less tangling and more uniform surface coverage than highly concentrated polymer solutions. The highly oriented and uniformly deposited polymers may yield maximum available binding sites though further investigation is needed.

A new templated polymer synthesis process has been optimized for better templating of the template and higher template recognition. FTIR and NMR techniques were used to identify functional monomers and their composition in lyophilized polymer powder before attachment to the electrode. XPS measurements showed the templated polymer deposition characteristics on electrode and helped to determine appropriate polymer concentration for ensuring maximum chemisorption.

Templated polymer based electrochemical sensor was tested in 3-electrode setup. Experimental data were collected using EIS technique. Impedimetric sensing mechanism was successfully carried out and good selectivities were observed for both 4NP and glutamate electrochemical sensor.

The proposed sensing mechanism discussed in this thesis relied on acid base crosslinking using MAA and 4-VP. In both cases, 4-VP was used as recognition monomer for analyte sensing. Binding with the template molecule within seconds is crucial for analyte sensing; however, further improvement into the synthesis of the TP like better RAFT agent should be investigated.
Traditional Au electrode used for electrochemical sensing usually has much larger diameter considering real life application, imposes greater challenges with signal reproduction and shows less signal to noise ratio. Custom electrode with smaller diameter integrated to microfluidic chip promises better sensitivity and accuracy for sensing low analyte concentration which will be investigated in coming days.
APPENDIX

Theoretical polymer chain length:

Chain length were varied by manipulating the ratio of monomer to RAFT agent (DDMAT). 0.1 mmol per mL NIPAM was used for polymerization. If the total volume of polymerization is 100 mL, the volume of NIPAM is 10 mmols.

All other functional monomers were scaled to NIPAM. For 50mer, 100mer, 200mer and 500 mer homo PNIPAM, RAFT agent DDMAT were used 0.2 mmol, 0.1 mmol, 0.05 mmol and 0.025 mmol respectively.

Polymer chain length estimation after synthesis:

After polymer synthesis, lyophilized powder can be used to observe the NMR spectra and mol% monomer composition can be estimated.

For homo PNIPAM, the chemical shift at δ (~3.64 ppm) found due to [(−S−CH2(CH2)10CH3) proton] are attributed to Z group of RAFT agent (DDMAT)[152]. The δ (~4.7 ppm) is attributed to methyl protons from NIPAM[150].

For the templated polymer, the chemical shift at δ (3.64 ppm) due to [(−S−CH2(CH2)10CH3) proton] are attributed to Z group of RAFT agent (DDMAT) [152]. The δ (4.0 ppm) is attributed to methyl protons from NIPAM [150]. The δ (~6.25 ppm) at peak 3 [-CH2] are attributed to MAA {Citation}. The δ (8.5 ppm) at peak 4 are from 4VP [8]. The molar ratio between functional monomer and NIPAM can be calculated via following equation:

\[
\frac{\text{Functional Monomer (Mol)}}{\text{NIPAM (Mol)}} = \frac{A_1}{\text{No.of Proton/s}} \times \frac{A_2}{\text{No.of Proton/s}}
\]
The homo PNIPAM chain length can be estimated from NMR data as following:

**Figure 1:** $^1$H NMR spectra for 50 mer homo PNIPAM

**Figure 2:** $^1$H NMR spectra for 100 mer homo PNIPAM

**Chain Length Calculation:**

Ratio between protons of
CTA at $\delta = 3.7$ ppm
and the methine protons of
isopropyl
group, $\delta = 4.8$ ppm

$$\text{Chain length} = \frac{\text{Integration at } \delta = 4.8 \text{ ppm}}{\text{# of protons at } \delta = 3.7 \text{ ppm}}$$

$$= \frac{12.72}{1} \approx 50.88 \text{ mer}$$

**Chain Length Calculation:**

Ratio between protons of
CTA at $\delta = 3.7$ ppm
and the methine protons of
isopropyl
group, $\delta = 4.8$ ppm

$$\text{Chain length} = \frac{\text{Integration at } \delta = 4.8 \text{ ppm}}{\text{# of protons at } \delta = 3.7 \text{ ppm}}$$

$$= \frac{23.47}{1} \approx 94 \text{ mer}$$
Figure 3: $^1$H NMR spectra for 200 mer homo PNIPAM

**Chain Length Calculation:**

Ratio between protons of CTA at $\delta = 3.7$ ppm) and the methine protons of isopropyl group, $\delta = 4.8$ ppm

\[
\text{Chain length} = \frac{\text{Integration at } \delta = 4.8 \text{ ppm}}{\text{# of protons at } \delta = 4.8 \text{ ppm}} \times \frac{\text{Integration of at } \delta = 3.7 \text{ ppm}}{\text{# of protons at } \delta = 3.7 \text{ ppm}}
\]

\[= \frac{53.05}{1} \times \frac{1}{4} \approx 212.2 \text{ mer}\]

Figure 4: $^1$H NMR spectra for 500 mer homo PNIPAM

**Chain Length Calculation:**

Ratio between protons of CTA at $\delta = 3.7$ ppm) and the methine protons of isopropyl group, $\delta = 4.8$ ppm

\[
\text{Chain length} = \frac{\text{Integration at } \delta = 4.8 \text{ ppm}}{\text{# of protons at } \delta = 4.8 \text{ ppm}} \times \frac{\text{Integration of at } \delta = 3.7 \text{ ppm}}{\text{# of protons at } \delta = 3.7 \text{ ppm}}
\]

\[= \frac{129.05}{1} \times \frac{1}{4} \approx 508 \text{ mer}\]
**XPS sample preparation and measurements:**

For XPS measurements, a 60 nm gold initially coated on the top of the 5 nm Chromium (Cr) layer via thermal evaporation technique (Edwards E306A). The gold coated glass slides then patterned via photolithography. Before photolithography, the Au samples were rinsed respectively by acetone, ethanol, and D.I water and the dried via nitrogen flow. Before UV exposure, the examples were spin-coated with s1813 photoresist (MicropsitTM) and baked at 100°C for 1 min. After exposure, the samples developed in 319 developers followed with a rinse in D.I water and post bake at 120°C for 4 mins. The exposed metal area then wet etched via gold and chromium etchant to shape the distinguishable well-separated gold arrays on a glass slide. The sample gold arrays were then cut via glass cutter to form small pieces of the gold surface subjected to gentle THF and D.I water rinse followed by a blow-dry through N₂ gas before polymer deposition.

The PNIPAM-co-MAA-4VP100 polymer (0.5µg/ml) deposited via drop-casting having different exposure times with and without TCEP. The XPS studies performed at Kratos Axis Supra system with a base pressure of 10-9 Torr using the X-ray monochromatized radiation with a pass energy of 50 eV (resolution: 0.5 eV). Spectra were taken by averaging the measurements from four different spots of ~ 15µm for each sample. The XPS peak fitting was carried out using the Escape Data Acquisition System. All analysis of XPS spectra for polymer samples compared to the respective baseline spectra of the bare gold surface. The binding energy of each spectrum considers error within ±0.8eV.

The bare Au surface shows S2p peaks associated with SO₂ interaction (165.8eV) from the air. The S-O binding in the gold surface can occur possibly of binding via the S atom, the two
oxygen atoms, and a combination of S and O [153]. During the bond between SO2 and metals, a transfer of electrons from the metal into the LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) of SO2 plays a dominant role in the binding energy of the molecule [153]. The “d” valence appears high in the case of Au. Such a scenario leads to low electron donation into the LUMO of SO2, and the molecule adsorbs weakly and does not dissociate on extended Au surfaces [153]. The S2 (163.7eV) peak may arises from the interaction of the sulfur with the adventitious hydrocarbon species present in the bare Au surface [153], [155], [208].
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